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King civil rights jury
convicts two officers
LA.Times, Washington Post
news service
Two Los Angeles police officers
were found guilty Saturday of
violating Rodney King's civil rights,
and a sense of relief immediately fell
over a city traumatized by violence a
year ago.
Sgt. Stacey Koon, the officer in
charge, and officer Laurence Powell,
who issued most of the blows with his
baton in the original incident of
King's beating, almost two years ago,
were convicted after 40 hours of jury
deliberation.
Officer Theodore Briseno, who had
attempted to restrain Powell at one
point during the beating, and Timothy
Wind were acquitted by the jury of
eight men and four women. Two
jurors are black.
All four officers are white. King is
black, but government prosecutors
avoided alleging that there was any
racial motivation for the beating.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Steven D.
Clymcr said in his closing statements
that the officers had administered
"street justice'' to restrain King.
The same defendants were
acquitted last April 29 on 10 of 11
state charges by a Simi Valley jury
that included no blacks.
Defense attorney Harland Braun,
who represented Briseno, said that the
riots had played a major role in the

verdict. "The difference between the
two cases is that there was a riot and a
national controversy after Simi
Valley," he said.
Dr. Robert Roberts, JMU associate
professor of political science, said,
"There were three possible scenarios:
a hung jury, no one found guilty was
very unlikely, and a split decision. It
made sense as far as finding a
consensus on the jury."
Roberts also said that the jury's
decision couldn't be second-guessed
unless one had sat through the entire
proceeding, and said that the jury had
come up with a "rational conclusion."
Other JMU reaction to the verdict
was similar to the nationwide feeling
of relief, but concern was over the fact
that Briseno and Wind were acquitted.
"Some say 'half justice is better
than no justice,'" said Verta Maloney,
president of the Black Student
Alliance. "But I can't personally say
that full justice was met.
"I don't see how you can come up
with a verdict of not guilty when the
videotape clearly shows what
happened," she said.
U.S. District Judge John G. Davies
set sentencing for August 4, after
rejecting a proposal by Clymer to have
it in early July. Davies refused the
proposal because it could coincide
with the beginning of the July 14 trial
KING page 2

Sun worshipers beware
Skin cancer can affect
anyone at any age/11

Last Wednesday a visiting 'prophet' and his wife
preached to over one hundred onlookers on the commons.

by Christie Breen
staffwriter

Get on out. . .
Local clubs provide
alternative to college
scene/19

Outstanding!

JMU freshman Meredith
Jamieson was named Most
Outstanding Performer at the
CAA Women's team's
championships /23
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Change is expected for the Freshman Seminar
course, according to a recent survey of deans,
department heads, faculty and students designed by
the Freshman Seminar Coordinating Committee.
Eighty-eight percent of students, 87 percent of
department heads, 94 percent of faculty and 100
percent of deans who returned the survey said they
believe the seminar needs either modification or
elimination, the survey reported.
The eight-person Freshman Seminar Coordinating
Committee was formed last semester by Or. Bethany
Oberst, vice president for academic affairs and Dr.
Violet Allain, director of the Madison Institute.
"The purpose [of the survey] was to review and
evaluate the Freshman Seminar," said Dr. David
Zimmerman, associate vice president for academic
affairs. "We needed to get the mood of the faculty

and students in regard to the Freshman Seminar."
The questionnaire was returned by 1,797 students,
217 faculty members, 23 department heads and three
deans, and asked participants to rate the clarity of the
course's goals, how rewarding it is for those
involved and whether the course should be
continued.
Only 23 percent of faculty respondents said they
believe that Freshman Seminar is the cornerstone of
the Liberal Studies program, which had been the
initial purpose of the course.
Many faculty members stressed the need for
greater administrative support for professors who
teach the seminar as well as improved conditions for
the classes.
"If there is going to be Freshman Seminar, the
administration should support it . . . financially
spatially, and not at the detriment of other programs
SEMINAR page 2
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King.
CONTINUED/*™ w« 7
of three defendants accused of beating truck driver
Reginald O. Denny during the riots.
After last year's unexpected verdicts, riots were
touched off resulting in S3 deaths and nearly $1
billion in property damage. But Saturday was
reported as being peaceful.
"I think the sense of relief came as a result of the
damage that had been done to the community,"
Maloney said. She said the media made riots seem
inevitable. "It's a shame how it was aired. It sent out
a message that people in that socioeconomic
situation would automatically react that way."
The jurors, who have been sequestered since
opening statements February 25 and had deliberated
for a week, told Davies Friday afternoon that they

"Some say 'half justice is
better than no justice. But
I can't personally say that
full justice was met."
CRAIC NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Verta Maloney
president, Black Student Alliance
had reached unanimous verdicts. Davies held the
verdict until Saturday morning to allow for advance
warning and further mobilization of police forces.
Koon and Powell could receive prison sentences
of up to 10 years and fines of $250,000. Davies
allowed them to remain free on $5,000 bail.
Koon had been the only defendant to take the
stand in the federal trial, and had testified that he
took "full responsibility" for all of the officers'
actions, which he insisted fully complied with Los
Angeles Police Department policy.
As the verdicts were read, Briseno was the most
emotional of the four officers, and Braun said that he
was crying because "he believed to the depth of his
soul that [Koon and Powell] were innocent"
Koon, Powell and Briseno now face a hearing
before the LAPD Board of Rights to determine
eligibility for back pay or reinstatement The officers
have been suspended without pay since the incident.
Wind was fired immediately following the incident
"It wouldn't surprise me if they were reinstated,"
Maloney said. "They're saying that this is an isolated
incident, and that's what they would like you to
believe. But police brutality of this nature happens
all the time."
It is unlikely that Briseno, who has now been
acquitted twice, will ever work as a street officer
again, according to his lawyer. Wind told reporters
he has not found work since he was fired.
King testified as a prosecution witness after not
being called at all during the Simi Valley trial, and
now has a multi-million dollar civil suit pending
against the city of Los Angeles.
—Drew van Esselstyn contributed to this article.

Just chillin'
Competitors and spectators weathered the cold wind at Saturday's JMU
Invitational track and field meet at Bridgeforth Stadium. See story, page 25.

Seminar.
CONTINUED from page 1

within the university," said one professor in the
survey. The surveys were filled out anonymously.
Students expressed a wide range of concerns in
their written evaluations of the seminar. High on
their list of recommendations was to screen and train
prospective seminar professors. Another popular
request was for more multiculturalism within the
seminar, whereby literature of more diverse races
and backgrounds would be studied.
Some deans said they believe the Freshman
Seminar is beneficial because it links disciplines and
promotes critical thinking.
Problem areas such as inconsistent assignments
and faculty leaving their discipline were on the
deans' list of things that needed attention.
The deans made several recommendations to cure
what they believe ails the seminar.
Improvements suggested by deans included the
use of junior faculty, large lectures and small
discussion groups, and relating topics to current
issues.
"Everyone agrees that there need to be some
changes," Zimmerman said.
"You can look at the results a number of ways,"
he said. "The results were pretty much as expected."
The committee will meet today to discuss the
results of the survey and what recommendations

should be included in their report to Oberst planned
for mid-May.
"There will be changes," Zimmerman said. "It is
an ongoing subject with the Freshman Seminar
Coordinating Committee. Changes are continually
considered."
Scott Surovell, administrative vice president of the
Student Government Association is also on the
Coordinating Committee and was not surprised by
the outcome of the survey.
Surovell said he believes "students need to be
more aware of the goals and purpose of the seminar.
. . the goals themselves need to be focused and
broken down."
According to Zimmerman, the initial purpose of
the Freshman Seminar Coordinating Committee was
to designate the objectives of the Freshman Seminar
and look into questions that had been raised
regarding the consistency of assignments given in
each section.
The committee has already discussed using a
thematic approach in the seminar, so that each
professor would need to cover at least four major
themes over the course of the semester.
"Of course, they will have the freedom to add
their own aspects to the course," Zimmerman said.
Changes in the structure of the Freshman Seminar
will come after the committee meets with Oberst,
planned for mid May.
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Holocaust
remembered
Speakers, marches and candlelight vigils highlight
day's activities as students gather to honor victims
by Karen Brewer
contributing writer
"Never again. Never forgeL"
In observance Of Holocaust Remembrance Day,
JMU students will remember the victims and honor
those who helped in the resistance against the
German persecution and execution of Jewish people
in World War II.
B'nai Brith Hillel, Student Government
Association, Student Activities, and University
Program Board sponsor today's activities, which will
begin at 11 a.m. on the commons.
Throughout the day. sponsors and faculty will
read the names of the Holocaust victims from World
War II. At 7:30 p.m., a march toward Wilson Hall
and a candlelight procession will end the reading of
the list.
The names were derived from a compiled list
from the University of Maryland.
Aaron Pastemack, director of public relations for
the University Program Board, said, "We'd also like
to honor those brave individuals who sacrificed in
resistance movements and helped hide Jews, who
stepped forward and said, *I don't like the hate.'"
The Holocaust is remembered today because it is

the 50th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising, which was a resistance movement against
hate crimes, Pastemack said.
According to Pastemack, "It's not just a Jewish
thing. It's a human thing. Hate crimes do exist and
the hostility does and will exist. Unless we lake the
initiative to understand the Holocaust, we aren't a
civil community.
"All hope has not been lost," he said. "We are
hopeful in the fact that this event doesn't have to
happen again, but unless we take steps to end it, it
can happen again."
Contrary to previous years, survivors of the
holocaust will provide personal accounts of their
experiences.
Holocaust survivor Esther Kutncr will speak at 8
p.m. in Wilson Hall on her experiences in
concentration camps and about the loss of most of
her family.
Following Kutncr's presentation, Rabbi Herschel
Schacter will share his experiences in the war as an
American Chaplain and give accounts of what he
witnessed in concentration camps.
According to Dr. Andrew Kohen, adviser to
B'nai Brith Hillel, past Holocaust events have not
HOLOCAUST page 10

Homosexuals in military
questioned and defended
during heated debate
by Janet Driscoll
staff writer
Homosexuals threaten the health and welfare of
those in military service, said the chairman of the
Family Research Institute Wednesday night in a
debate over the ban of homosexuals in the
military.
The chairman. Dr. Paul Cameron, participated
with Miriam Ben-Shalom, president of the
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Veterans of America, in the
Student Government Association-sponsored
debate.
Major debate issues revolved around the
discrimination against homosexuals, the welfare
and health of soldiers and the right of a
homosexual to serve in the armed forces.
"These are people who are literally determined
to destroy themselves and others," Cameron said.
"Any society that equates heterosexuality with
homosexuality is looking the grim reaper in the
face."
Cameron, who received a doctorate in
psychology from University of Colorado, has
appeared on talk shows such as "Donahue" and
"Sally Jesse Raphael."
DEBATE page 10

EARTH plans a week
of global awareness
by Karen McLaughlin
staff writer

MELISSA CAMPBELL /THE BREEZE

Doing their fair share
Junior Erik Colo (left) and senior Star Wilbraham, scour the
surface of Newman Lake in Sunday's Great Lake Clean-up,
which was sponsored by EARTH, SGA and Alpha Phi Alpha.

JMU's EARTH organization will
promote environmental awareness on
the global, national, state and local
levels during the fourth annual Earth
Week April 18-23.
Throughout the week, the group has
planned activities to help students
"know what the problems are at each
level," according to junior Kristine
Olka, coordinator of Earth Week and
treasurer of EARTH.
She said that this week is designed
to help the community "learn what
the issues are and what they can do."
Senior Star Wilbraham, EARTH
student adviser, said the focus of the
week is service, as well as educating
people and giving them the
opportunity to get involved.
The week's activities began
yesterday when about 35 students
participated in the "Adopt a Lake"
program.
A coalition of EARTH, the SGA
and Alpha Phi Alpha picked up trash
along Newman Lake and the creek.
Students found cans, bottles, tires,
pieces of wood and furniture, shoes
and styrofoam while cleaning around
the lake.
Junior Erik Cole, president of
EARTH, said it is "our responsibility
to keep it nice looking and keep trash
out of the system."

Freshman Alpha Phi Alpha member
Joe Lewis said, "There should be
more pressure to come out after [the
Greeks] party."
Seniors Kale Hennessey and Judi
Garland, members of Sigma Sigma
Sigma, saw the clean-up from their
room and decided to help.
"We made most of the mess
yesterday," Hennessey said. "It
doesn't seem fair that everyone else
should clean it up."
Garland said, "We would like to
get the whole Greek community
interested in what's going on with the
lake."
On Thursday, EARTH will pile the
collected trash on the Commons so
that the community will have the
opportunity to sec the extent of the
lake pollution.
Freshman Meghan McCrackcn
said, "Hopefully, the visual effect of
the trash on the Commons will spark
people's initiative."
Today is Global Day and will focus
on population, environmental
protection and pollution. EARTH will
raffle a jar of condoms on the
Commons to emphasize the problem
of overpopulation in the world.
The group will also highlight the
problem with the ozone layer as they
present the beach of the future.This
will feature students in radiation suits
EARTH page 10
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TWO STORES LOCATED AT:
» Dukes Plaza
2255 South Main St
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 24 Hours

Cloverleaf Shopping Center
85 Carlton St
Harrisonburg, \A
Open 8 am - 10 pm
Sunday 8 am - 9 pm

Visa and Master Card Gladly Accepted
■:

lop at Super-Fresh and wall
away with more than just groceries!
WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMFT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
ORIG.'RANCH.LITE OR BBQ

Bugles Corn Snacks
Buy 1 Get 1

FREE!
5-7 OZ. BOX • VALID APRIL 18-24, 1993

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
THE ORIGINAL

YOUR CHOICE
CAFF. FREE OR

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi

Kellogg's
Rice Crispies

990

$1.29

2 LT. BTL.

13 OR 15 OZ. BOX • VALID APRIL 18 24,1993

CALIFORNIA»FRESH«DOLE

Iceberg
Lettuce

A&PQUALITY BRAND

Corn Flakes

990

470

18 0ZBOX.

EACH HEAD
YOUR CHOICE
HOMESTYLE OR

Tropicana
Orange Juice

CHEESE^PEPPERONI'COMBO

Jeno's Frozen
Pizza

$1.69
64 0ZCTN.

990
7.2-7.8 OZ. PKG.

REG.'LITE OR BUN LENGTH

COUNTRY HEARTH
HAMBURGER OR

Oscar Mayer
Meat Weiners

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PURCHASE.
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER
GENERAL MILLS

Hot Dog Rolls

Buy 1 Get 1
FREE

Honey-Nut Cheerios
BUY 1 GET 1

8CT. 10 OZ. PACK

20 OZ. BOX • VALID APRIL 18-24,1993

1(1

$1.69
1 LB. PKG.

FREE!
We Sail U.S.
Postage Stampi
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The Fastest Way
to...Send Money

I Ik SSIS^SFn. 20*

On Manufacturers' Cents-Orf Coupons.
See Store For Details*
BUS SERVICE PROVIDED'
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POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police report the following:
Violence to Persons
• Three students were charged
judicially after reportedly shooting a
pizza delivery person with water
cannons in front of Eagle Hall and
Shorts Had at 12:45 p.m. April 15.
Another student reportedly
identified has not been charged.
Unregistered Speaker
• An unregistered speaker reportedly
gathered an assembly of people on
the pedestrian walkway between
Keezell Hall and Carrier Library at
10:08 a.m. April 14.
The religious speaker was
reportedly given a time limit by a
university official to finish his
presentation. The speaker reportedly
then voluntarily left campus at 12j30
p.m.

Destruction
Property

of

Public

• A student was charged judicially
with damaging a window in Burruss
Hall at 327 a.m. April 15.
Destruction
of
Private
Property
• A student's vehicle was reported
damaged in Godwin parking lot at
11:42 p.m. April 14.
A radio antenna reportedly was

-

■

LOG

Supplies
on^ale^

bent and a citizens band antenna
reportedly was smashed on the roof
of the vehicle.

Now
playing

Petty Larceny
• A unidentified person reportedly
stole a small bag of merchandise from
Mr. Chips at 6 p.m. April 13.
The subject is described as a black
male. The items are valued at less
than $2.00.
• Various items of clothing were
reported stolen from a locker room in
Godwin Hall at 3:30 p.m. April 15.
All items have the JMU soccer logo
on them and an ID number on the
inside tag. The items are valued at
$61.

at the
JIHU

All computer, office and
school supplies
20% off!
April 19-30

Check Forgery
• A student reported that a check
was stolen from the student's check
book and forged at 3:05 p.m. April
14.
Police
withheld
additional
information until an ongoing
investigation is completed.

Underage Possession of
Alcohol

• Student Glenn McDougall, 19, of
Southhampton, N.Y., was arrested
and charged with underage
possession of alcohol behind the
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house
at 3 a.m. April 16.

Number of drunk in public charges
since Dec. 10:40

One Man...

(sorry, departmental requisition purchases not included )

Special includes...
•
•
•
•
•

Floppy disks: 3 1/2" and 5 1/4"
Graph and notebook paper
Binders and notepads
Markers and colored pencils
Mailing envelopes and tubes

VISA

FLEX

MASTERCARD

It's y our mov
Whi/ Pay M ore?
Madison JSmi

Homes and businesses destroyed.
Families separated.
IWelve million humans slaughtered.
This is not just history; this is murder.
You can end the hate.
Todav is Holocaust Remembrance Da'
Today, we remember the victims,
At 8pm in Wilson Hall, hear
Esther Kutner and Rabbi Herschel Schacter
speak about their Holocaust experiences
NEVER AGAIN...NEVER FORGET

4 bedrooms
21/2 baths
9 month leases
individual lease;
• Famished or un:'
Free water &
Free trash pick
Ample, close

ms service
out patio
blinds
*ballgoal
s Court
Swin;

Priva"
Weigj!
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Limited Delivery Area
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Serbs attack civilians and block rescue
SPLIT, Croatia — Defying the latest international
attempt to stop the killing in eastern BosniaHerzegovina, Serb rebels Saturday unleashed a
major artillery barrage on civilians cowering amid
the ruins of Srebrenica and blocked U.N.
peacekeepers from going to their rescue.
A U.N. aid convoy that had sought to lake in food
and help evacuate the defeated community's terrified
population was also turned back by the offensive.
The storm of mortar and small-arms fire was aimed
at the town center, where Muslim civilians were
trapped by the Serbs' year-long siege, said an official
at U.N. mission headquarters in Zagreb. Sniper fire
was reported from Serbs positioned a few hundred
yards from the town center.
One shell smashed into the post office building
occupied by humanitarian relief workers and the
handful of U.N. troops in Srebrenica, making clear

that the Serb gunners were deliberately targeting
civilians, the official said.
Twelve people were confirmed dead from the
attack, but the toll was expected to be considerably
higher once the barrage subsided enough to allow
collection and treatment of the victims, said U.N.
mission spokeswoman Shannon Boyd.
The offensive that immediately followed harsh
Western criticism of Serb moves on Srebrenica
shattered any illusion U.N. officials might have had
that the rebel force would live up to the promises of
its top commanders to allow civilians to escape with
their lives in exchange for surrendering the enclave.
However, Shannon Boyd, spokeswoman for the
U.N. Protection Force, known as UNPROFOR, said in
the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo that the two rival
military commanders tentatively agreed on a halt to
the fighting in Srebrenica. Gen. Ralko Mladic,

New information
emerges on U.S.
POWs in Vietnam
WASHINGTON — Barely three
months after a Senate committee
concluded there was no proof that
U.S. prisoners were left behind in
Vietnam, the discovery of a Russian
document has thrown the POW debate
wide open again and raised new
doubts about the prospect of
normalized U.S.-Vietnam relations.
The Clinton administration hopes
that retired Gen. John W. Vessey Jr.,
the envoy who has been negotiating
with Vietnam for information about
the missing servicemen, will get solid
explanations about the authenticity of
the document during two days of talks
that begin Monday in Hanoi.
The spark that has rekindled the
POW debate is a Russian translation
of a secret 1972 report to the North
Vietnamese Politburo on the real
number of American prisoners of war
then being held by the North
Vietnamese. The Vietnamese claim
that the document is a forgery.
Discovered by a Harvard researcher
in the archives of the Soviet
Communist Party in Moscow in
February, the report says that 1,205
American prisoners were being held in
11 North Vietnamese prisons in
September 1972, nearly three times
the 368 POWs that it acknowledged
holding at the time and more than
twice the 591 who were repatriated a
few months later.
Vessey will meet with senior
Vietnamese officials including Tran
Van Quang, the retired Vietnamese
general who was identified as the
author of the report. If the Vietnamese
still insist the document is fake,
Vessey will ask for copies of recent
prisoner lists and the minutes of the
Sept. 15, 1972, Politburo meeting
where the Russian translation shows
the report was read, sources said.
— L.A. Tunes/Washington
Post news service

commander of the Bosnian Serb forces, and Gen.
Sefer Halilovic, Bosnian government commander,
agreed in principle on a cease-fire to take effect at
midnight Saturday, she said. The cease-fire would
coincide with the start of Orthodox Easter Sunday.
In Washington, Clinton administration national
security officials met Saturday to discuss what one
knowledgeable official called "a full range of
options," including military and diplomatic steps that
the United States could take next in the crisis.
President Clinton came under new congressional
pressure to take military action, as Senate Minority
Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., urged Clinton to issue a
"pull-back-or-else" ultimatum to Serbia If the Serbs
do not withdraw their troops within 24 hours. Dole
said they should face air strikes by NATO warplanes.
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service

WATCH
. .
OZONE REPLENISHING

WORLD

The problem of ozone layer depletion is on the way to solution. By the year 2000,
according to the latest scientific estimates, the ozone layer should start getting thicker
and be able to block the sun's ultraviolet rays better.
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Source: The Washington Post, April 15
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Democratic leaders advise Wilder to not
challenge Robb, saying it would split the party
As Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder
ponders whether to challenge U.S.
Sen. Charles S. Robb for his seat next
year, many of their fellow state
Democratic leaders have some advice
for Wilder Don't do it
Interviews with about 30 local
Democratic chairmen, senior
legislators and party volunteers found
virtually zero enthusiasm for a Wilder
candidacy, although many Democrats
acknowledge that Robb's rc-clcclion
prospects have been hurt by two years
of legal and personal problems.
Democrats fear that a Robb-Wildcr
contest would be a political train

wreck that would fracture the
Democratics, helping the Republicans.
Many Democrats say that if they're
forced to choose, they'll stay loyal to
the incumbent. Despite Robb's scars,
they remain grateful to him for leading
the rejuvenation that allowed
Democrats to dominate state politics
during the 1980s.
"I don't feel Robb is vulnerable,"
said Eve Wilson, of McLean, 10th
District chairman. "We've got 10
united counties in the 10th District
behind him."
John Edwards, of Roanoke, 6lh
Districy chairman, agreed. "There's a

reservoir of goodwill for Senator
Robb in this area. He's responsible
for the emergence of the modern
Democratic party."
Nearly half of the Democratic
leaders who were interviewed would
not express a preference, saying they
want to keep focused on this fall's
race for governor. A few said they
would consider supporting Wilder if
he runs for the Senate. But none said
they arc actively encouraging him to
do it. Wilder has said he will decide
by June whether to challenge Robb.
— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service
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Introduces The INCREDIBLE .69c
1/4 LB. SINGLE HAMBURGER
GOOD ONLY AT
1560 SOUTH MAIN STREET
JMU CAMPUS LOCATION
LIMITED

BIG 1/4 lb-*
Single Hamburger
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JMU student'* short story published in
literary anthology:
Paige A. Duncan, a junior majoring in history,
received honorable mention honors in a short story
contest for college students.
"The Letter" was cited by "Just a Moment, a
literary anthology published by the Pine Grove Press
in Jamesville, N.Y. The short story was published in
the spring 1993 issue of the quarterly magazine.

Health care spending
5 federal government spending on health care will have replaced military spending
asihe single largest expenditure. A kK* at wtat.percerrt of the federal budget these two
categ?Nes have swallowedlover the lasttrtref decades....
percent

30 percent

38.8%

20 percent

10 percent
Visiting Scholar presents "From Myth to
Pop: Don Juan, James Bond, and Zelig"
The Visiting Scholars Lecture will feature David
Gies, chairman and professor of Spanish at the
University of Virginia on April 19 in the P.C.
Ballroom at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

JMU groups hold series of events to
remember and learn from Holocaust:
The JMU Committee for Holocaust Awareness,
the University Program Board, the Student
Government Association, and B'nai Brilh Hillel will
sponsor events on campus on April 19 in recognition
of the 50th anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising. From 11 am. - 7:30 p.m., the Committee
for Holocaust Awareness will read the names of
Holocaust victims on the commons. From 7:30-8
p.m. there will be a candlelight procession to Wilson
Hall. Esther Kutner will speak about her experiences
as a Holocaust survivor from 8-8:35 p.m., and Rabbi
Herscel Schacter will speak about his experiences as
an American chaplain and liberator of the
concentration camps from 8:35-9:15 p.m. Students
will then read poetry written by survivors and
contemporary poets reflecting on the Holocaust For
details, call Aaron Pasternack (x4860) or Jodi
Heimerlat(x6217).

Visiting Scholars Lecture on women's
history in the courtroom:
Ann J. Lane, professor of history and director of
women's studies at the University of Virginia, wUl
present a Visiting Scholars lecture on "Women's
History in the Courtroom: EEOC v. Sears Roebuck,"
on April 21 in Zane Showker Hall, room G-5, at 7:30
p.m. Admission is free.

JMU Life Science Museum celebrates the
opening of the New Live Insect Zoo:
The JMU Life Science Museum will have a
special opening April 24 in Burruss Hall, room 144
to present the New Live Insect Zoo. Exhibits will
include live butterflies, hissing cockroaches, live
snakes, skeletons, shells, insects, dinosaurs, medical
tools and mammals. For details, call Katherine
Knowles at 432-1256 or Dr. Jim Grimm at 568-6378.

1965

19711
GRANT JERDING/THE BREEZE

Source Ongnasiand Budget Office, USA Today

Calendar of events
19 Tuesday
• Latino Student Association meeting, Keezell Hall,
room G-2,7 p.m. Officers will be elected.
• Sociology Club meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7
p.m.
• College Republicans meeting, Jackson Hall, room
103,8 p.m.
• Visiting Scholars Lecture, David Gies presents
"From Myth to Pop: Don Juan, James Bond, and
Zelig," P.C. Ballroom, 7:30 pjn.

• "Undergraduate Art Exhibition" begins, now
through April 29, Duke Hall, Sawhill Gallery,
10:30 am.- 4:30 p.m. Admissipn is free.
• Baseball, JMU vs. University of Richmond, Long
Field/Mauck Stadium, 3 p.m.
• Psychology Club meeting, Moody Hall, room
101,7:30 p.m.

21 Thursday

Wednesday

• Brown Bag Lecture presents a seminar called
"Creating the Poem," Hillcrest House, 12-1 p.m.
• Student Research Symposium, Chemistry
Department, Miller Hall, room 107,1-4 p.m.

• Student Research Symposium, Chemistry
Department, Miller Hall, room 107,1-4 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.

• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7-9
• "Planets and Perception," 7 p.m. and "Winter
p.m.
Skies," Miller Hall, Wells Planetarium, 8 p.m.
• Visiting Scholars Lecture, Professor Ann Lane
presents "Women's History in the Courtroom: EEOC v.
Sears Roebuck," Zane Showker Hall, room G-5,7:30
£.m.

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

Some JMU Greek chapters to help
painting of Bridgewater train depot:

HIGH:

73°

HIGH:

79°

HIGH:

68°

JMU chapters of Delta Gamma, Alpha Sigma Tau,
Sigma Pi, and Kappa Sigma will help to paint a
former train depot in Bridgewater on April 25 at 1
p.m. The depot has been renovated for use in a park
but must be painted before its opening. For details
about getting involved, call Julie Francis at x5161.
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Holocaust

Debate

CONTINUED/™/>£!*,.?

COHTIHUED from page 3

been this scale before.
B'nai Brilh Hillel, involved in the
original planning, located speakers
and arranged the schedule of name
readers, Kohcn said.
"We're doing our part to prevent
hate," Pasternack said. "The
Holocaust should never have
happened, but since it did, I'm very
pleased that people have come
together to help in the remembrance."
"We're hoping this will be a
campus-wide event," Kohcn said.
"We're hoping all parts of the campus
community will come because it is
important
to
remember
the
Holocaust."
"It's very easy for a student to look
in a history book and sec a statistic of
12 million and turn the page,"
Pasternack said. "We want people to
understand that families were torn
apart, homes were lost. It's not just
about death.
"Most of the community at large
only knows one statistic, one name,
one camp.
"We'd like to expose people to the
fact that there were 10 to 12 camps
with people dying in each and families
separated in each," he said.
At the close of the rcmcmbcrancc,
students will read poetry written by
survivors and contemporary poets
about the Holocaust, followed by a
question and answer period.
Admission to all events is free, and
open to the general public.

Taking the opposing view was BenShalom, an Army veteran who has
also appeared on numerous television
shows after being discharged in 1990
for admitting that she is a lesbian.
Cameron's non-profit group, the
Family Research Institute, counters in
its March-April 1993 newsletter that
12 percent of those who served in the
military reported being sexually
approached, molested or raped by a
homosexual on their tour of duty.
"Homosexuals
arc
serious
impediments to order and discipline,"
Cameron said.
He added that many homosexuals
in the military engaged in rape or
molestation of fellow soldiers or
sailors. Quoting "My Country, My
Right to Serve" by Mary Ann
Humphrey, he cited cases to support
this statement. The book is a
compilation of stories from former
soldiers who arc homosexuals.
"You mustn't condemn us all for
the actions of a few," Ben-Shalom
responded. She accused Cameron of
confusing the subject of the ban as
sexual orientation versus conduct. She
cited this year's Navy Tailhook
scandal and the 31 rapes that occurred
during Operation Desert Storm as
examples of heterosexual misconduct.
"There should be a rigorous code of
conduct across the board.
"We arc dealing with the issue of
citizenship," Ben-Shalom said, citing
that lifting the ban is not a

GRAB the BEST

EARTH
CONTINUED from page 3
homosexual rights issue. "We are
talking about discrimination against a
class of citizens who haven't harmed
anyone."
Cameron said, "No military
machine can function effectively with
homosexuals in it. The truth is, if
you're serving in a unit with
homosexuals, you've got problems."
Cameron concluded by saying, "No
reasonable person wants to associate
with these folks if they can avoid it."
In her final argument, Ben-Shalom
urged the audience to understand that
sex is the last thing dial a homosexual
soldier would be thinking about in a
combat situation.
Cameron concluded by rcitcralining
that homosexuals would hurt the
military because it would disturb the
order and discipline and could cause
health problems to U.S. soldiers.
Captain Thomas Kcarncs of the
JMU military science department and
junior William Garber, a student in the
ROTC program, said in an interview
that they must support the decisions of
the Coinmandcr-in-Chicf and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and they gave no
further comment on the issue.
Scan Pugh, president of Harmony,
said the issue of the ban is "just a
basic human right — not a civil right."
Pugh added that he didn't think that
the debate was fair because Cameron
only expressed his feelings on
homosexuality and gave little
argument on the issue itself.

on the Commons making a statement
about how in the future people may
not be able to go outside due to the
depletion of the ozone layer.
Tuesday will focus on national
problems as free Soho drinks will be
given to students who write letters to
congressmen.
The letters may include national
issues like the endangered species act,
forestry and water pollution.
On Wednesday EARTH members
will sell baked goods on the patio of
the WCC to benefit the Wildlife
Center of Virginia.
The center, located at Wcycrs Cave,
serves local animals that have been
hurt so they can return the animals to
their natural environments.
On Thursday the group will
sponsor Wildlife Jam in the P.C.
Ballroom at 8 p.m. Local bands will
perform to benefit the Wildlife Center
of Virginia.
EARTH will hold a used clothing
fashion show on the Commons Friday
to emphasize recycling clothes.
Students will have the opportunity
to drop off clothing throughout the
day.
Also, EARTH will sponsor an
environmental art show on the
Commons. Participants will present
their art made from natural or recycled
things.
The week's activities will end with
Harrisonburg's Earth Day celebration
at Hillandalc Park on Saturday.

before they're gone !!!

2 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths
With Study or 3rd Bedroom
9 Month leases available!!
SWIMMING POOL
JACUZZI
EXERCISE ROOM
TENNIS COURT
FIREPLACES

ThePrudential Qj^j

CALL TODAY 432-1860!!
For a Private Showing
OR
Stop by the Office and
ASK FOR MIKE

MAVJSOW
MANOR

Funkhouser & Associates,
REALTORS®
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Limited
sunning
reduces
risks
Skin cancer survivor tries to inform students of tanning dangers
by Sharon Lovering
staff writer
Now that warm weather has arrived, some will
return to their regular sun-tanning rituals, but wouldbe bronze beauties should be aware that worshiping
the sun can leave them without a prayer.
But according to Cancer Fads and Figures —
1992, more than 600,(XX) new cases of skin cancer
are diagnosed each year.

"It could never be me"
At 18 years old, cancer wasn't supposed to affect
Lara Wheeler. Four years ago, the current JMU
junior was shocked to discover that the growth on
her nose was a form of skin cancer. Now, she warns
others of the dangers of sun exposure.
Wheeler didn't fit the typical description of
someone at risk for skin cancer — she was young
with dark hair and a dark complexion.
She thought, "It could never be me."
Wheeler was diagnosed with basal cell carcinoma
by the head of dermatology at Bcthcsda Naval
Hospital. Her type of cancer occurs rarely in her age
group; she was the second person he'd seen under
the age of 25 with this type of cancer.
The doctor removed the cancer from her nose, and
she wore a bandage for three weeks. As the result of
her experience Wheeler strives to educate others.
She began by putting up a small poster on the her
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hall bulletin board describing her situation and
asking people to speak to her about skin cancer.
Before she got the cancer, Wheeler regularly laid
out in the sun and spent time outdoors. "When 1 was
in high school I ran track, so 1 was constantly out in
the sun," she said. "The coach never told us to put
sunscreen on."
Now when she sees people with tans. Wheeler
said she finds it unattractive. "1 wouldn't want 10
wish |die surgery] on anyone," she said. "My advice
is not to get a tan."
But freshman Nicole Miller, who describes herself
as having a "deep tan" said. "It is socially acceptable
to be darker."
Miller goes to a tanning salon about four times a
week. She said, "I guess it is kind of shallow, bul
having a tan makes me feel belter about myself and
act more confidently.
"I think your skin looks healthier."
But Wheeler said, anything in excess is not good.
"When you get a really dark tan, that's excessive an excessive tan is not healthy."
Senior Dana Wcllcns said she is aware of the
dangers of skin cancer, but since her spring break
trip to Key West, Fla., she also has been going to a
tanning salon about once a week to maintain her tan.
"I like the color and I think it looks good,"
Wcllcns said.
But Wcllcns aid that when she tans outside, she
"always" wears sunscreen.
"I'm not going to go out in the sun unless I have
[sunscrecnl on," she said.
Signs to watch for
There arc some warning signs to look for in
diagnosing a possible case of skin cancer. A person
should pay special attention to changing patterns of
moles on the surface of the skin.
Wheeler ignored the warning signs for at least a
year. "1 figured 1 wasn't a candidate," she said.
Most moles are about the diameter of a pencil
eraser, uniform in color, with symmetrical borders,
round or oval in shape, and cither Hat or raised,
according to What You Should Know About
Melanoma. Once a mole has fully developed, it
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On the third floor of Cleveland Hall, a bulletin board explains the dangers of skin cancer.

1. Change in bqwel or bladder
habits
2: A sore that does not heal
3. Unusual bleeding or discharge
4. Thickening or a lump in the
breast or elsewhere
5. Indigestion or difficulty
swallowing
6. Obvious change in a wart or
■

■■■■

mole
7. Nagging cough or hoarseness
Source: Facts on Skin Cancer
JANET DRISCOLL AND KEN BURAKER THE BREEZE

usually stays the same si/c, shape and color.
Melanoma, a form of skin cancer, can be
identified by knowing the ABCDs — asymmetry in
moles, border irregularity, dark or strange coloration
and a diameter of more than six millimeters.
Other warning signs of melanoma include a
change in a mole's surface — scalincss, oozing,
bleeding or a bump appearing, pigment spreading
from the border into the skin around it, redness or
new swelling beyond the border, and a phange in
sensation such as ilehiness, tenderness or pain.
Protecting the skin from cancer
To reduce the risks of getting skin cancer, the
American Cancer Society suggests using sunscreen,
limiting sun exposure, especially between 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. and wearing hats and protective clothing.
Miller said, "When I'm in the sun I don't use
sunscreen. I'm too lazy. I just don't really think
about it."
It is suggested that tanners use a sunscreen with a
sun protection factor (SPF) of at least 15. This will
block 94 percent of the sun's ultraviolet B rays,
which are broad wavelengths and are most
damaging. Sunscreens below SPF 15 usually only
block the short wavelengths called ultraviolet A rays.
Since the operation. Wheeler has stayed out of the
sun. She wears sunscreen every day, even in winter,
and covers up when she goes out during the day. She
also said she's stopped taking sunny vacations.
"Nobody's immune 10 the sun." she said. "It
affects us every day."
Experts suggest that an ounce of sunscreen be put
on 20-30 minutes belore going outside. Not using
enough sunscreen can reduce its effectiveness., and it
must be reapplicd at least every 30 minutes.
The type of sunscreen used can also make a
difference. Physical sunscreens, such as zinc oxide,
SKIN CANCER page 12
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Skin cancer.
CONTINUED from page 11

which block the sun's rays by
deflecting them before they enter the
skin, can be more effective than
chemical sunscreens. Chemical
sunscreens work within the skin and
absorb U V rays to limit damage.
When it comes to tanning and sun
exposure. Wheeler suggests that
people follow her doctor's advice,
'"Bake a potato, not yourself.'"
Curable, but serious
Skin cancers, while being the most
common form of cancer, are also
highly curable.
"It's
scary
because
it's
preventable," Wheeler said. "I still
find it unbelievable."
Most skin cancers are squamous
and basal cell cancers, with cure rates
of more than 95 percent.
Squamous cells are found in the
top, living layer of the skin and basal
cells are found in the lower layers.
The basal cells become squamous
cells as they rise to the upper skin
layers. Basal cell cancer is the most
common form of skin cancer.
Malignant melanoma, the most
serious form of skin cancer, has a cure
rate of 82 percent. It accounts for 5
percent of skin cancers, but 75 percent
of the deaths. According to Life
magazine, melanoma has become the
number one cancer among women
ages 25 to 29 and the number two
cancer among women age 30 to 34.
Cancer can strike any age group,

although certain types of cancers are
more likely in older ages, said Ann
Simmons, JMU's Health Center
coordinator for health, education and
wellness programming said.
The cancer society suggests
performing a monthly skin self-exam
to become familiar with the skin and
its pattern of moles, freckles and
beauty marks, being alert to changes
in the number or size, shape or color
of pigmented areas. Any changes
should be reported to a physician.
Cancer, caught early, can be cured,
but some are hard to catch, Dr. Robert
Kyler, a radiation oncologist for
Rockingham Memorial Hospital's
Regional Cancer Center, said.
"Ideally, we'd like to pick it up
before it has a chance to cause a
symptom," he said.
More than half the people who get
cancer are cured, he said. The type of
treatment used depends on the type of
cancer it is, what stage it's in, and the
characteristics of the person. Surgery,
radiation and chemotherapy are the
most-used treatments, and are often
used in combination.
Wheeler describes herself as a skin
cancer survivor, having gone four
years without a recurrence of the
disease, but her chances of it
reoccurring is 40 percent greater now.
Generally, to be cured means to be
free of a recurrence five years after
treatment, Kyler said.
"If you can make it the five years,
you've statistically [beaten cancer],"
he said.

Getting
a degree
is tough.
Getting a
new car
shouldn't be.
No money down and $400
incentive from Ford.

To participate,
contact
headquarters:
1 -800-296-FORD
8980 MATHIS AVENUE
MANASSAS, VIRGINIA

Have You Checked Your Campus
Mailbox This Week?

IMPORTANT
= Check your JMU Mailbox for your Postal
Services Information letter.

•
•
•
•

Parliamentarian
Lobbying Coordinator
Office Assistants
Sttldent Judicial Coordinator

-Experience
in position
preferred

NoSGA
experience
necessary

Applications available at

Wine-Price 101 and the Warren

Campus Center Information

- Turn in your JMU STUDENT ADDRESS
INFORMATION Form by April 22, 1993 to the
JMU Post Office.
° Change your address DIRECTLY with your
-Bank
-Credit Card Companies
-Department Stores
-Catalog Companies
= Change your address DIRECTLY for
-Newspaper
Subscriptions
-Magazine Subscriptions
Have a great summer and congratulations to all
graduates!!
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One Test You'll Actually Enjoy!
Test Drive A New Honda Todayl

E

Call Dave Thomas or Dan Tyree

for details on our college graduate program
1611 Greenville Ave
Staunton

0HONDA

1-81 Exit 220
(30 min from JMU)

to 1992,
onfc person
became
infecticl with
the \WJ virus
ever y

1800-277-0598
hrs: 9-8 Mon-Fri 9-4 Sat

Off-Campus Housing Available
at

BERKELEY & HUNTER'S RIDGE

i-i5

I

secllnds.

Your best defense is
knowing the facts.
l-800-342*AIDS
l-800-662^iBLP

Lm

-

Donate 2 cans of food for charity and get
off your first months rent

$50 MTV

Berkeley's featured properties of the week...
The Action is at
Hunter's Ridge

MADISON
QARDENg
Live closer, sleep later.
Willow Hills
Only $190 per person, spacious
4BR apt, quiet neighborhood, bus
service, fully furnished, TV,
microwave & W/D
S»V=5
Make U. Place your place.
They are going fast... a limited
number of 3 bedrooms left.

•4 Bedroom Condos &
Townhouses still available
•Furnished and unfurnished
•Bus service
•On-site maintenance
management
•Volleyball & Basketball
court
•Individual leases
•Roommate locating service
•Hunters Ridge Scholarship

Realty.

434-1876

434-5150
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A phlegm-ridden dart to the ignorant girl who
spat on "Prophet Daniel" because he chose to
speak his mind. You may not have agreed with
his views, but your actions were an
embarrassment to the JMU community.
Sent in by Jack Watson, Pat Hogan and Josh
Granger.

Pat...

A really Waco idea localized
Every student at Penn State University
knows the Willard preacher. Even if
students refuse to acknowledge him as they
walk past the Willard Building, they hear
his endless diatribe on why they are hell-bound. Two
of the Willard preacher's favorite topics are
homosexuality and abortion (Care to guess where he
stands on these issues?) and students who argue with
him about religious matters are often berated with
embarrassing questions that inquire if they are
virgins or if they have ever masturbated. The
preacher is supported by a local church, tolerated by
the university and according to a PSU student, "He's
kind of like a circus attraction."
For about two hours last Wednesday, Harrisonburg
joined University Park, Pa. and Waco, Texas as
places in America being visited by "religious
fanatics." Our visitors were a Bible-clutching man
who called himself "prophet Daniel" and his
subservient wife who had to ask her husband's
permission to speak. They carried a banner with the
message, "Believe in Jesus, not yourself! You are all
fearful, empty, foolish, liars going to hell."
Most students took their eternal damnation in
stride — some even smiled. Others, unable to resist
temptation, let Daniel know what they thought of his
message. One young woman, who was probably just
spitting in the wind, sent a gob of respect in his
direction. When Daniel told the on lookers not to be
angry with him, one student responded that they
weren't angry — "We're laughing at you."
While funny, prophet Daniel also served as a
valuable lesson to students — rarely do we see such
a public picture of close-mindedness. This type of
mentality, whether it's being close-minded to other
HeatherCXNcI... offer

Editorial Poll

people's religion or ethnicity, gets people killed. In
the raid that started the Waco standoff, four agents
and as many as six cult members were killed in a
shootout. In the year-long, three-sided, ethnic civil
war in Bosnia, there have been between 20,000 and
100,000 people killed. Today, we are remembering
the millions who died in the Holocaust.
Watching how students react to campus visitors,
like Daniel, is a good indication of how tolerant we
are of people who hold views different from ours.
Last year, several students were angered that visitors
from a local church were allowed to hand out Bibles
to students. Other students disagreed. They argued
that if students didn't want a Bible, they could
politely decline, but they shouldn't make the
decision for their peers.
Daniel has sparked more debate. Many Christian
students were concerned about the light in which
Daniel was presenting Christianity. But challenging
his ideas seemed futile. Daniel would usually
disregard questions and ignore comments. Sensing
his altitude, students could have simply walked away
in silent disagreement. If Daniel saw he wasn't
getting a reaction, he would probably have left.
Daniel did leave around 12:30 p.m., after
administrators had given him a lime limit for his
unauthorized demonstration. His presence not only
tested our sense of humor, but also our tolerance.
If you're still upset about what our visitor said, just
remember he never claimed to be the ultimate judge
— the man making that claim is now in Waco.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

DonmRc^dak...managingeayor Rjjb Kaiser... opinion eduor
Utter* to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 wotds, and will be published on a space available basis.
They muse b$ delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Bn^ reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion: of
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University,:::; :::

A pat of respect to Daniel, the Christian
fundamentalist, who, amid insults, threats and
physical advances from his "Christian brothers,"
exercised his First Amendment rights on the
Quad and commons Wednesday. A question to
the pissed-off Christians in attendance — who
was condemning and judging whom?
Sent in by Brian Kieran, an atheist who has
respect for conviction and standing up for what
you believe.

Hart...
An excuse me, we're over here dart to the
student ambassador who told his tour group the
mass communication department was in
Harrison Hall. The last time I looked, it was in
Anthony-Seeger.
Sent in by a mass communication major
who's proud to live in an elementary school.

Pat...
To the very helpful computer lab assistants
who do everything they can to help students
with computer emergencies, especially the
really helpful Monday/Wednesday morning
team at the College of Business.
Sent in by a student whose 15-page paper
was saved by a lab assistant.

Dart...
A don't-tell-me dart to students who insist on
gloating that they're "done till finals."
Obviously these over-achievers haven't learned
the time-honored skill of procrastination and are
very insensitive to people who are in a worse
situation than themselves. Here's hoping you
bomb all your finals!

Pat...
To the members of Alpha Phi Omega for your
help with the Covenant Presbyterian Missions
Conference. We appreciate your willingness to
keep the children for us during the program, and
we're glad you could come to the dinner.
Sent in by Linda Sundquist.

__
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Letters to the Editor
Don't •categorize' Greek row
as racist, It creates tension
I'm writing m response lo Angela Robinson's column
in ifae April 15 Breete to offer my opinion on several issues
she discussed. I've been following ihe recent incident Owl
occurred st the Kappa Sigma fraternity house, and, of
course, I was quite upset However, people like AngeU
who categorize the whole Greek system as "racist" are just
as upsetting-

.

I am an Afro- American who lives on Greek Row m the
Chi Phi fraternity house. Angela claims Greek Row is a
"segregated section of campus," when in fact there are and
have been minorities in my house and others on the Row. V
Greek Row is so segregated, how could I and many others
live here? I'm a member of the Chi Phi executive council,
and I also serve on the Interfratemity Council Judicial
Board. I find it absurd and distasteful for her to claim that
my fraternity and other organizaiions on the Row are racist
Angela says minorities gel "rude stares, behaviors and
comments" directed toward ihem while visiting the Row.
Apparendy. she hasn't been to Chi Phi or some of the other
Greek organizations on the Row. And who's to say that
these "rude stares" are coming from Greek students? Just
because you visit the Row you can't assume everyone there
is in those organizaiions. As a brother for a year and a half.
I can honestly say minorities have always been welcome in
our house. I guarantee that anyone who looks will find that
Chi Phi is the most ethnically diverse organization on the
JMU campus.
I speak to all as an Afro-American and a fraternity
member — don't follow in the footsteps of people like
Angela. These people will only create more tension
between both races and Greek organizations. The Black
Student Alliance wants to close the hiatus that exists
between the two opposing views. The Chi Phi fraternity
wanu to close that gap as well and supports the BSA idea
,00percent

MWs*O.Dou*Mr.
rnarkoting
sophomore

Campus visitor has rights to
'shout outrageous nonsense'
To Iho odtor:
I hope everyone who stood and watched Mr. "CareerWoman-is-a-Jezebel" were as entertained as I was. Did his
theory about the devil inventing Christianity (see his
pamphlet) remind anyone else of the movie "Prince of
Darkness?" I thought he was the funniest thing on our

campus since CarrotTop. but I saw a few people getting a
little hot under the collar. I want to point out that it's his
right to be nuts, and it's our right to disagree with him.
But let me give those who tried to intimidate our little
visitor from the Twilight Zone a word of warning — the
very laws that protect his right to shout outrageous
nonsense into the wind are the same laws that protect your
right to worship your God. or to worship trees, or to
worship cans of Bumble Bee tuna. So before you denounce
his right to be on our campus, remember you have the right
to move to another country where the courts will cut out
your
tongue for voicing an unpopular notion.
3
Waiter Shaub Jr.
history
sontor

Communism would be entrenched deeper than ever in
Eastern Europe, yet there was not one mention of this m the
Breeze article.
, ,.
Reading that article would lead one lo believe it was
Gorbachev's idea to form a democracy in the former Soviet
Union. Was anyone ever led to believe that this guy isboth
« hypocrite and a liar? For instance, if he first discovered
Jefferson's writings when he was a student at Moscow
University, and if he was so impressed with him. why did
he become a card-carrying Communist and head of the
KGB in the most murderous nation in Ihe history of Ihe
world? Why didn't he just defect while still a student and
pattern his life after democracy?
What's missing in the Breeze article on Gorbachev is
the real troth, the real motive behind his "reforms." He
could see the ship of tyranny was about to be capsized by a
tidal wave of humanity, yearning to be free. The ironic part
of this story is that this former Marxisl/Uninist icon, this
hater of capitalistic society is now becoming very wealthy
by participating in ihe system he spent most of his adult life
trying to destroy and ihe misguided people of this country
are paying his salary. The history of ihe '80s is being re
written, and no one cares. Is mere any responsibility m
journalism anywhere?
_. .
Roger DocHsr
goology
senior

Take time to participate in
Holocaust Remembrance Day
Wake up Breezel Gorbachev
only uses democracy for profit
To Hio odHon
_.
I was stunned to read the article about Mikhail
Gorbachev in the April 8 Breete. My dismay and disdain
were chiefly directed at the manner in which The Breeze
became a willing accomplice to the mainstream media s
perpetuation of such a giant myth?
It's bad enough that Gorbachev wants to compare
himself to one of the founders of our great democracy, but
for any of us to agree with him is absurd. Gorbachev is
quoted as saying that Jefferson "was among those who
confirmed me in my belief that without democratization of
our society, any reform in it would be doomed to fail."
Did it occur to anyone that it was another great
American named Ronald Reagan who confirmed in
Gorbachev's mind that Communism wasn't going to be
allowed to spread uncontrolled throughout the world? Had
it not been for the Reagan and Bush presidencies,

To iho editor.
It seems pointless at this time of the semester to be
writing to encourage students and faculty to participate in
the events scheduled for Holocaust Remembrance day, yet
this is what I want to do.
It's too easy all the lime, and especially at this time of
year, to be so busy attending to the urgent matters that we
neglect the important The important things in life are
seldom urgent - smelling the flowers, listening to a loved
one. reaching out to another.
,,,-.,.,„
It's important though, particularly for people of faith, to
look beyond their own needs or interests to the wider
world Doing well and doing good are not the same. The
prophet Micah says. "What does the Lord require of you
but to do justice, and to love kindness, and lo walk humbly
with your God?"
Take time today to hear the names of victims, the
words of a survivor, the memories of a liberator. Come to
listen, to remember, to say by your presence that evil will
nol prevail over good as long as ihere are people of faith.
Robert Chell
Lutheran campus pastor

We have a 'moral obligation' to end racism
In Ihe '60s we marched, in the '70s we sat-in
and now in ihe '90s many of us have forgotten.
We have forgotten all the battles fought for
equality. On March 18,1993, a black female from
Yale University was called a "nigger" while in a
white fraternity house. Did my ancestors march,
sit-in and lose precious lives for this? Were their
efforts merely to let black people sit at the front of
while people's buses, attend their universities and
drink from their water fountains? Was it done so
today we could have all these "luxuries," yet in the
same breath ask to be "tolerated?"
Many people have come lo accept the word
"nigger" falling off ignorant lips. Many have
accepted the institutional racism that permeates
our everyday existence. Many have accepted and
become complacent. The fact, however, remains
that racism is alive, well and accepted on this
campus. As long as I'm considered an "exception"
because I'm black and in college, racism still
exists. As long as my black friends fear for my
safety if I walk down Greek Row alone, racism
still exists. As long as none of my sociology,
middle education or math professors are black,

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Verta A. Maloney
racism still exists.
Racism occurs on this campus as well as in this
nation, and I challenge you to become educated
about other cultures, other people and other ideas. I
challenge you to seek a level of understanding and
knowledge not attained in a business law class or a
theater practicum. It's a level of understanding and
knowledge that comes from admitting racism exists,
communicating about its ramifications and most
importantly from respecting one another. Tensions
may flair and emotions may become intense, but it s
our moral obligation to take action lo ensure
incidents of this nature won't occur again and if they
do, there will be consequences.
I, as a black student, am not "comfortable at
JMU. I'm not comfortable with the lack of concern

many people on this campus have shown for what
happened lo April Braxlon. I'm not comfortable
hearing students report what happened on March
18 as an unprecedented event at JMU. I'm nol
comfortable with the fact lhat JMU President
Ronald Carrier hasn't personally addressed the
JMU population regarding ihe racial incident. I'm
not comfortable, and I will nol sil by and allow
such blatant racism and disrespect lo continue.
The Black Student Alliance has requested
certain actions lo appropriately address this
incident and racial relations on this campus. We've
set our criteria based on what Braxlon and the
BSA would like to see done. It's not in hopes of
"getting" anyone or lo receive empty apologies;
it's lo make il known that we will nol stand idly by
and allow ourselves to be disrespected. Your
apologies, your education, your understanding
mean nothing without your respect — which our
ancestors demanded and fought for; which we
demand and will Tight for!
Veria A. Maloney is president of ihe Black Student
Alliance.
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JMUgrad keeps Grill open
to "every kind of person "
"Hey! How are you doing? I haven't seen you
in a while," Ron says. JMU graduate Ron
Copeland, 25, owns The LitUe Grill restaurant in
downtown Harrisonburg.
During his college career, Ron spent many
hours working at The Little Grill. "If it weren't
for The Little Grill, I never would have come
back to Harrisonburg ... I love the place.".
A combination of friendly people, a laid-back
atmosphere and great food makes the Grill a
favorite for many. Familiar faces sit beside the
pink walls covered with artwork donated to Ron
by his customers. Warm smiles on the
employees' faces make everyone feel welcome.
Ron summed up tlie atmosphere best by saying,
"I hate to use hippy-dippy words but there's a
high vibe in the place... it rejuvenates me.
"We treat everyone the same — we don't
kowtow to the rich or kick out the bums — we
treat everyone like people," Ron says.
On any given night, all kinds of people enjoy
themselves at the Grill. Mildred Taylor, a 67year-old Harrisonburg resident, frequents the
Grill because she likes "the owner, the
atmosphere, and the people that work here."

Doc, a homeless man living in a field in
Harrisonburg, often hangs out at the Grill. "I can
come in the door, sit down, socialize — be
somebody," Doc says.
On Mondays, the Grill is closed for regular
business and converted into a soup kitchen for
people who can't afford food. Anyone,
homeless or poor, can listen to music and
receive a free meal. Ron says the soup kitchen is
"the real high .. . there's something holy about
feeding people."
"Open-mike" night, on Sundays, often packs
the Grill past capacity. Anyone who wants to
play an instrument, sing, or recite poetry is
welcome. Sophomore Terri Smith loves "opcnmike" nights because they're her "creative
outlet." Sometimes on Sundays customers wait
for over an hour for a table. Even after wailing
an hour and a half for a table, sophomore
Christy Bradburn still fell she "could stay here
forever."
And if she stays at the Grill for an eternity,
she'd always have company. "This place has
always been a catch-all," Ron says. "Every kind
of person you can imagine comes here."

The Little Grill
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by Robert N. Calvert
(Top left) Some Mondays, Harrisonburg resident Kenth McAfee goes to the
Little Grill soup kitchen for a free meal, relaxing music, and a friendly place
to rest. • (Top center) Doc and Mildred entertain the usual crowd at the
Grill by singing "Will the Circle Be Unbroken." • (Top right) On "Openmike" night, JMU sophomore Terri Smith exercises her "creative outlet" by
reciting an untitled poem. • (Bottom right) Former owner of The Little Grill,
Peter Slayer, comes in every morning at the same time to eat breakfast at the
same window-side table. • (Bottom center) JMU graduate Ron Copeland
bought The Little Grill 10 months ago "to keep it in the family."
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\nting
ini^int; profession.
Creative, intelligent communicators from all
disciplines are in demand. Within two years you can
enter a profession with unlimited opportuniti
mmr

IsM^BW Pizza! STAR
Hff" BBQ Sub! PIZZA
••••

433-3776

Be involved in decisions affecting
entire companies.
Shape Public Policy.
Become a respected member of a
management team
nSSewwEWi

A Master's Degree in Accounting from JMU
can be your passport toa rewarding career.
^H

Interested? Take Action!!
Contact Chuck Baril (x3092)

We Accept All Pizza And
Sub Delivery Coupons!

I
I
I

:i^'tk^^JiMM. $5sferf$ I
f&m$mfffl ssSpsjMfe

P/rttUr, Mtt$rtI^MMM mAt4*u(tif Pnfrt*

I THE NEW
I
University Place
I

+tax

Our NEW Medium BBQ Pizza...
Try it - Tbu'll loye it!
Limited Time Only

3SK Medium One « Two Mediums
PIZZA
Topping Pizza t?m
+ta\
Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good for a limited time
433-3776
'"fa"

SS5

P,ZZA

large One
Topping Pizza

Extra topping $1 both pizzas
Good for a limited time
433-3776
*«L"

Call 432-6541

Two Medium
Three Item Ptezas
Limited Time Offer

Check Us Out!!

%#„

I FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

•Reasonable Rates
•Individual Leases
•4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer

THE BEST IN
STUDENT HOUSING
FOR THE MONEY!

I ran

Two BIG 12" subs
and two 16 02. drinks

433 - 3776
Limited Delivery Area

Jap*

•Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
•Dishwasher
•Free Water
•Ample Parking

Come by and see the changes at University Place!
RATES $175 & UP
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

•M
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College student* find dancing on the floor of Players a welcomed alternative to the typical college scene of waiting for the keg.

king
for
change
L • IICollege
students turn to local clubs for nighttime entertainment
by Jim Heffernan
contributing writer
When the dead hour falls on JMU, and standing in
line at the keg doesn't cut it anymore, some JMU
students look to local clubs for a change in
atmosphere.
"College students are known for doing nothing but
drinking on the weekends," 19-year-old sophomore
Jessica Freeman said. "If we had more opportunities,
people might take advantage of them."
Dave Morani, owner of the dance club Players,
knows that sentiment all too well. "All the clubs are
Fighting over a very small market," he said. "I've been
in the bar business longer than anyone else and I've
seen an incredible turnover rate."It's a nasty
business," he said.

said. "Sounds and lights are coming from everywhere
and there's often a video playing.
For a more "honkytonk" atmosphere, some
students go out to Chisholms, a country and western
bar located inside the Old Belle Meade Hotel that
opened in June of 1992. Chisholms admits 18-andover on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights.

Opening an underage business . . .
For those under the legal drinking age, choices of
clubs are few and far between. "People thought I was
crazy when I first started, but now others are starting
to imitate my format," Morani said.
CurrenUy, Players is the only local club that allows
people 18 and over every night of the week.
In order to distinguish minors. Players stamps
hands at the front door. Inside, special areas are
designated for drinkers and non-drinkers. Additional
club staff make sure no alcohol is passed from one
area to another.
Players providesband entertainment some nights
and offers disc jockeys and a variety of club music on
other nights.
One Saturday night per month is billed as "techno"
night, with the sounds and sights of alternative music.
"It's a media aSsault," junior Stephanie Thompson

STEVE FOWLER/THE BREEZE

Barney Higgins and Joey Richardson
lipsync a Milli Vanilli song at Chisholms.

"These nights are slow enough to be able to watch
everyone," club manager Steve Harris said.
Although Chisholms doesn't offer any special
nights for those under 21, Harris said the club's
country and western flavor is enough to attract both
locals and JMU students of all ages.

Attracting an older crowd .. .
Another club is Joker's, a pub and restaurant which
prides itself as the place "Where Music Lives,"
providing live bands every night except for Sunday.
"We try to get the best JMU and traveling bands,"
JMU graduate and co-owner of Joker's Mike Slallings
said.
Joker's offers a wide variety of live music — from
open-stage acoustic to alternative to blucgrass.
"We're committed to music," Stallings said. "Wc
want to bring good music to Harrisonburg."
But Joker's is also committed to an ovcr-21 crowd.
Stallings said that although stringent ABC policies
have hurt the club scene in the last five years, they
remain the primary reason for the decision.
"It's not against the law for us to allow 18-ycarolds to enter, but often it creates too big of a
problem," Stallings said.
Junior Kevin Quiglcy, 21, said that he noticed the
difference in atmosphere at Joker's.
"When I went there recently, I felt like the
youngest person in the place. I think it would be great
to have more of a true college atmosphere in the
clubs."
Chris Partin, a 20-year-old sophomore, agrees with
the idea of more clubs going to a policy of 18-andover. "It would be a great idea since many students
here are under 21," he said. "Finally this town might
develop a decent club scene for all students."
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171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 228Q1
. "Printmaking by Jennifer Sonnichscn," April 19-29, Artworks Gallery
. -Undergraduate Art Exhibition/' April 20-29, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.
. "Ceramics by Sanam Emami," April 19-29, The Other Gallery.

micsic
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■Mi

Trumpet Ensemble, 8 p.m., April 19, Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium.
Spring Honors Concert (Featuring the JMU Symphony Orchestra), 8 p.m.,
April 20, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Chamber Orchestra, 8 p.m., April 20, Wilson Hall Auditorium.

theatre
• -Artist Descending a Staircase," 8 p.m., April 19-24, and 2 p.m., April 18 and
25, Theatre II.

no
arts meeting
tonight. Hove o
great sammerl
finne

SORRY FOLKS!
WE ARE CLOSED THIS WEEK FOR RENOVATIONS.
WE WILL REOPEN

Monday Af>rii26tli
FOR

OPEN STAGE WITH OABE CRERIE
Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
v
All shows start at 10:00 or 10;301

monrsQNiQN5
Friday, April 23rd and Saturday, April 24th
8:00 PM
Wilson Auditorium

James Madison University
JMU Students, Faculty and Staff & Senior Citizens: $3.00
Adults: $5.00
Masterpiece Box Office x7000, Harrison Hall, or at the door

Don't Miss
Our Exit!
6,9& 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
Pool & Tennis Court
• Furnished Apartments
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• New Lower Rates
Ceiling Fans
• Student Individual Leases
Mini Blinds
• 24-Hour Maintenance
Small Pets Welcome*
• On Site Management

SQUIRE HILL

Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Sat. 10-5
. Sun. 1-5
• Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse Devon Lane • Harnsonburg. VA 22801
D-reci-ons Across the highway Irom JMU Campos. 1-81 6* 24i> East on Port
Beoubiic Road to top bt Ml. right on Devon Lane To Rental Office.

434-2220
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Untraditional thoughts
'Artist Descending a Staircase'
examining role of modern art
by Tiffany HartzeH
contributing writer
The question, "What is art?" has been
asked many times, but never answered.
JMU's theatre department tackles this
question in their production of Tom
Stoppard's "Artist Descending a
Staircase."
Directed by theatre department head Tom King,
the play opened Friday at Theatre II as part of the
College of Fine Art and Communication's
Masterpiece Season.
The plot, which explores the post-World War I
avant-garde art community, is seen by the audience
through the eyes of four people caught in the
whirlwind of the movement.

dimension to the play. "Artist Descending a
Staircase" might not answer the question of art, but
provides room for the viewer's interpretation
"Artist Descending a Staircase" is playing in
Theatre II at 8 p.m., April 19-24 and at 2 p.m. on
April 25. Tickets are $5.

'Greater Tuna' shows
chemistry of performers
by Gayle Cohen
senior writer
Texas has a few cities famous for their unusual
culture — Fort Worth, Dallas, San Antonio,
Waco — add to that list Tuna.
In Tuna, Texas, the setting for this weekend's
play "Greater Tuna," two local radio announcers
Thurston Whcelis and Aries Struvie bring news
of everything from farm reports, UFO sightings,
religious commentary and local gossip. Serious
journalists these broadcasters are not.
Performed over the weekend by sophomores

*

I

E

Mark Rowan and Briton Green, "Greater Tuna"
provided a taste of the humor, idiosyncrasies and
"news" inherent in small towns like Tuna.
The play openes as a classic "whodunnit" story
as one of the three artists finds the body of his
friend at the bottom of a staircase. The play unfolds
as a series of flashback memories of three best
friends Martello, Beauchamp and Donner. These
elderly artists recall their youthful days of playful
exploration and rebellion.
With (heir silly antics and eccentric mannerisms
it's not difficult for the audience to fall in lovewith
them.
Senior theatre major Colby Codding plays
Donner, a cynical man who was once involved in the
Dadaist art movement. Codding kept the audience
laughing with his quirky facial expressions and body
language.
Now an old man, Donner thinks about his life
and questions the usefulness of modern art. At
present, he has adopted a more realistic style of
painting so he scoffs at his friends' unusual
artworks.
While the friendship of the three men add humor
to the plot, the play would not have been complete
without the introduction of a love triangle between
Donner, a blind girl named Sophie, played by senior
theatre major Jennifer Juul, and Beauchamp, played
by David Frye.
Despite her disability Sophie can hold her own.
This action, however, went unnoticed by the
audience as she tackled the most challenging part of
her role during the scene in the men's
apartmcnt.Hcre, she tries to pour tea for the three
men. The audience seemed very impressed with this
realistic action.
Throughout the play, she uses her hands to
distinguish objects and her environment. Her hands
scan over the furniture as she incorporates her sense
of touch to her heightened audio perception.
The setting also adds an unusual atmosphere in
the realm of theatre performance. The play is
performed "in the round," which means that the
audience surrounds the actors on all sides. This
creates an intimate atmosphere in which the
audience becomes a part of the world of make
believe.
This staging style is effective yet poses an added
challenge to the actors. The set was very simplistic,
consisting of a table and chairs, an easel, and various
art supplies. Scene changes were made by the actors
themselves, but since the movement was
incorporated into their dialogue it seemed natural.
The talented cast and the staging style adds

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Sophomores Mark Rowan and Briton
Green struggle through a news
broadcast in 'Greater Tuna,' a play that
showed over the weekend. Rowan and
Green play more than 30 characters
combined throughout the show.

SAM TYREE/THE BREEZE

Senior David Frye plays Beauchamp in
'Artist Descending a Staircase.' Here,
Frye looks at Dormer's picture of Sophie.

Rowan and Green's edited-down, fast-paced
version of "Greater Tuna" worked, and the duo's
chemistry was undeniable.
Although it is a two-man show, "Greater Tuna"
contains a number of different characters who
represent life in Tuna. With a quick costume
change and an alteration of Texan accent. Rowan
and Green effectively became the local cops,
kids, or even women.
Green especially displayed remarkable comic
versatility in his portrayals of such local yokels as
a crazed young man, a pathetic adolescent girl in
pigtails and a neighborhood busybody.
Rowan shined brightest in his rendition of a
Southwestern housewife and mother in a dress
and wig, shooing the dogs out of the house and
assuring his/her daughter that there are more
important things in life than being a cheerleader,
although none came to mind.
The performances, held in room M209 of the
Duke Fine Am Building, were free and
sponsored by the Presbyterian Campus Ministry.

mm
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FOX fl'EL'D
A Perfect Outing For
A Mr.J's PARTY BAGEL
'Don t
forget To
Order'for
Cj'WDWVTlOK.

MARKS

BIKE*

SHOP^

1570 S. MAIN, HARRISONBURG

434-5151

TREKUSA

Si Graduation
Balloons
Si Flowers for a
Secretary
L3 Balloons for a
Birthday
13 Flowers for a
Friend
We also carry
Graduation Cards
and other Gifts!
Secretaries Day
is April 2ist

568 - 3922
I*.

The Commons is looking for single persons, partial
groups and graduate students for next year!
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
•Free Cable television
(a $650 savinss - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
•Double bed in each bedroom
•Full size washer and dryer
•Telephone hook-ups
in each bedroom
•Built in microwave oven
•Patio or balcony
•Free Water and Sewer
•Free trash pick-up
'Full time maintenance
•FREE QUARTERLY
MAID SERVICE

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
this fall!

Office Hours
Mon.-I-ri.-9-5:30
Sal. 12-4:30
Sun by appointment

J^ce.

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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JMU basketball notes

Faster! faster!
35-second clock
has Lefty smiling
from staff reports
The NCAA voted April 14 lo reduce ihc 45sccond clock in men's college basketball lo 35
seconds.
JMU men's basketball coach Lefty Dricscll said
he agrees with the decision, which is intended lo
speed up play.
"I like it," Dricscll said. "I'd like to sec a 24sccond clock, that would be better. Thai's what the
fans like and whal ihc players like."
Dricscll's comments echo ihose he made during
the Colonial Athletic Association tournament, when
East Carolina slowed ihc tempo to a near standstill
and upset the Dukes in the tournament
championship.
The change in rules will have little effect on the
the Dukes' style of play.
"Il won't affect us that much," Dricscll said. "We
like lo (play up-lempo| anyway. We may press a
little more and put more pressure on the ball
defensively, but we do that anyway."
In addition lo the alteration of the shoi clock, the
NCAA rules committee voted to slop ihc game clock
after each field goal in the last minute of regulation
or the final minute of overtime. Also eliminated is
the five-second dribbling violation when being
closely guarded.
Eyes on the NBA
JMU seniors Bryan Edwards and William Davis
participated in the Portsmouth Invitational last week,
where potential NBA draftees show their talents to
league scouts.
Davis proved to be one of the major surprises of
the tournament, scoring 59 points over three games,
tying George Washington's Dirkk Surlcs for high
scoring honors.
Davis will now compete in the Desert Classic this
week in Phoenix, the most competitive of the all-star
events.
Edwards missed 16 of 19 shots in two games at
Portsmouth, but handed out seven assists per game.
He was not invited to the Desert Classic.
Signed

KEVIN RUSCH/THE BREEZE

Freshman Meredith Jamieson upset top-seeded Kassie Siegel in the flight-four semifinals.

W&M claims CAA crown;
Dukes finish in third place
JMU's Meredith Jamieson named Outstanding Performer
by Ryan Ketchum
contributing writer

The JMU basketball office officially confirmed
the signing of 6-fool-10 center Johnny Tyson and 6After advancing to the finals in the No. 4 singles
foot-8 forward Charles Lott to scholarships last
Hight
Saturday, JMU freshman Meredith Jamieson
week. JMU now has one grant remaining.
was
voted
(he Most Outstanding Player of the
Already signed are 5-foot-10 point guard Dennis
Colonial
Athletic
Association Women's Tennis
Leonard from Allcgany Community College, 6-footTournament.
8 forward Reggie Waddy also from Allcgany and 6Jamieson upset top-seeded Kassie Siegel of
foot-4 guard Ryan Culicerto from Bccklcy, W.Va.
William & Mary in the semifinals before losing to
Mary Bcih Lang of Richmond 6-3, 4-6, 7-5 in the
NCAA RULE CHANGES
finals.
"I was seeded third going in," Jamieson said, "and
Effective next season, the following rule changes
I had played ihc No. 1 seed [Sicgcll in a lough match
have been made for men's basketball:
that could'vc gone cither way earlier in ihc season.
She was on my side of the draw, and 1 knew I had a
• The 45-second shot clock will be shortened to
good chance at bcaung her. I ended up in ihc finals
35 seconds.
— and that's about as far as 1 thought I'd go."
• The game clock will be stopped after each made
William & Mary won five of six singles lilies,
field goal in the final minute of regulation and
and Iwo of three doubles titles to capture the team
overtime periods.
championship for the eighth siraighl year, edging
second-place Richmond and third-place JMU, who
• The five-second dribbling violation while being
hosted the tournament.
closely guarded has been eliminated.
JMU No. 1 singles Rcncc Boussclairc also

advanced to ihc finals, but lost to William & Man.
junior Karen van dcr Mcrwe 6-4, 6-3.
"I was pleased with the way singles went,"
Boussclairc said. "I was lucky — I got a good draw.
I can't really complain aboul losing the finals. She's
24th in the country."
Van der Merwc was named the league's tennis
Player of the Year.
"I think the team has been playing real well," head
coach Maria Malerba said. "Our No. 4 IJamieson)
and No. 1 | Boussclairc | players both advanced lo ihc
finals. We ended up losing, bui we got ihose players
to the finals."
In doubles competition, the first (light JMU team
of Bousselaire-Carolinc Cox was defeated by
Gahcrty-Waltcr from Richmond in the semifinals 63,6-2.
In No. 2 doubles, JMU's team of Darian Smith
Katie Piorkowski was defeated by Richmond 6-4, 63.
The Dukes finished the regular season 8-8, but
had lo play the season withoul No. 1 singles player
junior Jody Craybas, who was sidelined with
shoulder surgery.
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Ta1[e Scu
for Cre

Ring Collection

Kinesiology 301A
Section 0101 June 14-July 9
M/T/W/Th 12-2 p.m.
• 2 ACADEMIC CREDITS •
.

COURSE DOES MOT FULFILL LIBERAL
STUDIES REQUIREMENT

Instruction Through

LI ATHY'S SCUBA, INC.

ARTC1RVED
>»

COLLEGE JEWELRY

Official Supplier for JMU Class of 1995

for more info
call
DATE : April 20-21

433-3337

TIME: 9 - 4

LOCATION: Grafton Stovall

Thank You!!!

The Office of Information Technology would like to express its appreciation to the following student
assistants for the fine job they do in assisting the faculty, staff, and students in various areas of
computing at JMU. Thank you for a job well done!
Graduate Assistant
Kim Bergholz
Dave Kukanich
HelpDesk/
Media Technology Lab
Denny Basham
* Sam Cavaliere
Wanda Davis
Andrea Dodge
Shereen Elnahal
Garrick Evans .
Roy Firestone
Stacy Flechner
Frank Ford
* Cheryl Hamilton
* Robert Hoacfley
Melissa Hood
Tonya Kirby

Carolyn Masterson
* Dan Mather
Chris Maxwell
Matt Moore
Joe Nardone
* Kim Patrick
JeffRae
* Tamie Raplee
Craig Schuster
♦ Wffl Young
Microcomputer Labs
* Todd Boss
* Kim Brown
* Pat Brown
Jay Colavita
* Don Conners
Alex Davis
* Micky Davis

*

*
*
*
*
*

Richard Day
Gigi Falvai
Andy Frank
Greg Gingerich
Joseph Ghirmay
Steve Hinz
Alicia Horton
Thomas Jordan
James Johnson
Tricia Lazarchic
Gary Long
Mirra Macalindong
Joseph Matthews
Nick McCabe
Cheryl McLeod
Pat McQuillan
Justin Miller
Michelle Minderlein
Prissie Nguyen

* Steve Opdyke
Scott Podmilsak
Tim Salamy
Paul Sanford
Traci Showalter

* Bruce Shuman
* Rick Shuman
Sean Springer
* Kate Travers
* Dennis Vtechio
Scott Wells
* Tim Williams
* Marcus Wilson
Office Student Assistants
MaxCuster
DanaGooch
Shante Parker

Publications Assistant
* PrueCuper
Training Assistant
* Trella Randolph
Vax Operators
Tim Bray
John Cox
* Chris Craig
Kevin Rusch
* Cheryl Tobler
Alex Waddell
♦Eric Warden
* Allison Williams
* Christine Williams

Our best wishes and congratulations also go to our graduating seniors!!! (Seniors denoted by *)
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JMU track competes with East's best
byktvtnFWh
assistant sports editor
Scion Hall, Connecticut, William & Mary, George
Mason and Navy blew into.a blustery Bridgeforth
Stadium on Saturday for the JMU Invitational Track
& Field Meet, where some JMU track members ran
away with honors.
"It's the best quality competition on this campus
this year," men's coach Bill Walton said. "There is
no other meet on campus of this same caliber. I'm
just sorry the weather wasn't a little bit nicer so we
could get more people out to watch."
Sophomore Mall Hollhaus disregarded the cold
weather and brisk winds to win the 800-meter run in
a time of 1:50.75.
"Whenever it's windy, you can't count on running
a great lime," he said. "Considering the conditions,
I'm pretty pleased with the lime."
Senior All American Jerry Roney is gearing his
training schedule for competition in Europe this
summer and did not compete in the hurdles.
He did place second in the 200-meier dash with a
lime of 21.62 seconds, and teamed with senior Eric
Jones, junior Kelly Hawkins and freshman Brad
Meade on the 400-meter relay team that finished First
with a time of 40.42 seconds.
JMU senior Susan Fcrrcl stood out on ihe
women's side, setting a school record in the hammer
throw and Finished third wilh a distance of 138 feet,
3 1/2 inches. She also placed third in the discus, with
a throw of 127 feel, 11 inches.
Women's coach Gwen Harris said she was
especially happy wilh the performance of the team in
the 1,500-meter run.
"I was really pleased," Harris said. "Everyone
who competed in the 1,500-meiers ran well."
Senior Amy Taylor placed second in a time of
4:38.52, and junior Melissa Freda and freshman
Mona Gupta Finished fourth and sixth respectively.
Junior Janai Hill improved on her long jump by
nearly three inches from a week ago, placing second
with a distance of 18 feet, 10 inches.
In the triple jump, sophomore Tiombe Hurd

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Erica Bates passes to Jill Baumgartner in the 4 x 400 meter relay Saturday afternoon.
continued her success by jumping 40 feel, 5 1/2
inches and placing second.
Senior Erica Bales Finished second in the 800meter run wilh a time of 2:12.88, only 1.14 seconds
behind the winner of the event
Harris said the weather on Saturday was a factor.
"We'd like to do a little bit belter, but the weather
is just not cooperating," she said. "We need to have
some weather that is going to be conducive to what
we want to do. If you can do what we're doing right
now in this kind of weather, then we're going to be

all right when it's good weather."
Harris and Walton both used Saturday's meet as
preparation for the upcoming Penn Relays, one of
the biggest meets of the year.
"We're using this to get tuned up," Walton said.
"I think we got accomplished what we wanted."
Both coaches agreed that the Penn Relays is
where the teams must perform at their best.
"Next weekend is when we have to look good,"
Walton said. "You don'i want to look bad in front of
40,000 people."

Late-inning heroics highlight
Dukes' doubleheader split
by Steve Miranda
sports editor

MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Casey Brookens won Game 1 for JMU.

The JMU baseball team went to the wire in both
games of a doubleheader Sunday afternoon, and
came away with a split against Towson State.
JMU took the first game 4-3, but Towson State
claimed the nightcap 4-3, as the Dukes' overall
season record evened at 16-16.
"We battled pretty good today," head coach Ray
Heatwole said. "We could have swung the bat a
little better in both games. But they threw as well as
anybody we've seen this year."
In the first game, JMU fell behind 3-0, but picked
themselves up in the bottom of the sixth, when junior
catcher Jason Troilo's two-out single tied the game
at 3-3.
Freshman centerfielder Joe Higman drove in the
game-winner in the seventh with a clutch two-out
single.
Freshman Casey Brookens went the route for
JMU, giving up three runs on Five hits and striking
out three in upping his season record to 2-1.
In Game 2, senior Joe Nelson's pinch-single
scored freshman James Vallillo with the winning run
in the top of the seventh to give Towson State the 43 win and a split in the twinbill.
Vallillo led of the seventh with a double off JMU
starter Chris Slonakcr, and advanced to third on a
sacriFice bunt by Brent Flaherty.

After right-hander Rick Croushore relieved
Slonaker for JMU, Nelson, a lefthanded hitter,
looped a fly ball just inside the left Field line for the
game-winner.
On Saturday, JMU defeated Virginia
Commonwealth 12-4 at Long Field, snapping a Fivegame losing streak.
Rob Mummau collected three hits, including a
bases-loaded triple that highlighted a six-run JMU
second inning.
Sophomore Scott Forster worked 6 1/3 innings to
raise his record to a team-best 5-2.
The Dukes next home game is today at 3 p.m. at
Long Field.

200 HIT CLUB
Earlier this week, JMU senior Rob Mummau
cracked top-10 on the JMU all-time hit list.
l.JeffGarber
2. Rod Boddi
3.JeffKidd
4. Mark Brockell
5. Steve Schwartz
6. Tom Bocock
7. Mike LaCasse
8. Rob Mummau
9. Tony Mirant
10. Lorenzo Bundy

279
265
233
231
226
223
206
203
201
200

J
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Summer on
Long Island
at the
University at
Stony Brook

Come to PONDEROSA
to cram for exams.
When you're fed up with studying,
chow down at Ponderosa. We'll feed
you a big delicious meal for a great low
price.
Try our seafood, chicken, and
charbroBed steak dinners. Or our
All-You-Can-Eat Grand Buffet with over
80 delicious hems.
At Ponderosa our entrees come
complete with a fresh baked potato and
the Grand Buffet which includes soup,
vegetables, dinner rolls, hot appetizers,
fresh fruit and more. Refills on soft
drinks are at no extra charge.

And you can finish off your meal
with a trip to the sundae bar.
So when you've had your fill of
schoolwork, fill up on some great
food at Ponderosa.
Serving Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
7am-9pm Sun-Tbur
lam 10pm FriSat
2055 East Market SL
HarrLsonburg, VA 22801

PONDEROSA
Located Adjacent to Valley Mall and Wal-Mart

703-433-7121

■ ',-'.«

More than 200 courses from
40 departments
Day and evening classes
Low New York State tuition
Register by mail or in person
Live on campus or commute
For free
course bulletin,
call 24 hours
(516) 632-7070

STONY
BROOK
STATT UNIVERSITY OF NEW VOtK
Summer Session Office, University at Stony
Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794-3730
tend Stony Broott't 1993 Summer Semion Bulletin to:

Two terms:
June 1 • July 9
July 12-August 20
The University at Stony
Brook is an AA/EO
educator and employer.

a.

Z+Co*,
Ares oilniatt*

School Currerxry Mendrng

Have All Your Buddies Left You Behind?
Check Out Our Roomate Referral Program!

(ROSSI N G

Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to:
Covered bus shelter
«Bus pickup every 15 minutes
Ashby Crossing
• Short walk to JMU
► Designated Driver program
1235-F Devon Lane,
► Full-size washer & dryer
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
• Ample, well-lighted parking
432-1001
»Individual leases • Volleyball court
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday
»Weight Room
• 24 hour Maintenance
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday
•Basketball court
• Double beds available
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
Women's lacrosse loses
11-8 in CAA semifinals
Despite scoring the first four goals of
the game, the women's lacrosse team
was unable to hold off Old Dominion,
falling to the seventh ranked Monarchs
11-8 Saturday at Richmond. The loss
dropped the team's season record to 5-7.
ODU, the tournament's number one
seed, overcame a 6-4 halftime deficit to
take an 8-7 lead with 13:06 left to play
in the second half. The Monarchs took
less than two minutes to increase their
lead to 10-7, and secure the victory.
The Dukes were led by senior
Troyhann Santos, who scored a goal and
added two assists, and freshman Caryn
Habay, who had two goals.
Also scoring for JMU were
sophomores Nicole Habay and Danyle
Heffeman, juniors Diane Hallowell and
Laura Whelan and senior Alisa Lupo.
Senior goalie Lara Juenger made 13
saves to help keep the Dukes close.
JMU had advanced to the semifinals
by defeating Delaware 16-12 on Friday.
Heffernan and Whelan led the team with
four goals each, and senior Maureen
Lacy contributed two assists.

Jaynes wins Penn State
Lady Lion Invitational
Senior Calay Jaynes put together two
strong rounds of golf to win the Penn
State 1993 Lady Lion Invitational
Saturday and Sunday at the Penn State
Tournament Golf Course at University
Park, Pa.
JMU placed third at the invitational
with a team score of 655, just 11 strokes
behind first-place finisher Methodist
College.
Jaynes shot a 156 for the two-day
tournament, and won the individual
competition by four strokes.
Junior Heather Breeden finished ninth
with a total score of 164, and sophomore
Christy Power placed 12th with a 165.
Freshman Niki Crist and sophomore
Heidi McWilliams both shot a 171 and
tied for 23rd.

Carr, Heffeman head list of
JMU women's lacrosse
All-Conference selections
Five JMU lacrosse players have been
named to the 1993 Colonial Athletic .
Association Women's Lacrosse AllConference Team.
Selected to the first team were
sophomores Carolyn Carr and Danyle
Heffernan.
Among those selected to the second
team were freshman Caryn Habay,
junior Diane Hallowell and senior Lara
Juenger.

MONDAY April 19. 1993
flight Three;

JMUResute
MEN'S TENNIS
Saturday, April 17
Richmond
CAA Championships
#3 East Carolina 4, #6 JMU 2
Singles:
1. Matt Rowe (JMU) def. Camiel
Huisman, 7-5,6-3.
2. Anders Ahl (ECU) def. Brian
Phoebus, 5-7,7-5,7-5.
3. Jamie Samuel (JMU) def.
Markku Savusalo, 4-6,6-3,6-3.
4. Tim Johnstone (ECU) def.
Kevin Long, 4-6,7-5,6-1.
5. Tommy McDonald (ECU) def.
Landon Harper, 6-1,7-5.
6. Jamie Holt fECU) def. Matt
Herman, 6-1,6-2.
Sunday, April 18
Consolation Match
#6 JMU 4, #5 George Mason 3
Singles:
jles:
l.Rowe
owe (JMU) def. Floeck, 6-3,
6-2.
2. McClendon (GMU) def.
Phoebus, 6-3,6-3.
3. Clague (GMU) def. Samuel, 2-6,
4. Sambamuiti (GMU) def. Long,
6-3,7-5.
5. Harper (JMU) def. Williams, 62,6-3.
6. Herman (JMU) def. Acquadro,
6-0,6-1.
JMU's fourth point was
awarded for winning two of the
three doubles matches.

First round:
#3 Mariane Ward (AU) def.
Darian Smith (JMU), 6-3,6-1.
Flight Four;
first round:
#3 Meredith Jamieson (JMU)
def. Ashley Ehrhart (AU), 6-1,
6-0.
semifinals:
Jamieson (JMU) def. #1 Kassie
Siegel(W&M),6-2,6-2.
flight Five:
first round:
#3 Kaue Piorkowski (JMU) def.
Kelly Cooley(AU), 6-0,6-0.
semifinals:
#1 Shannon Blackwell (W&M)
def. Piorkowski (JMU), 6-3,6-3.
flight Six:
irst round:
#3 Deb DeYulia (JMU) def.
Margaret Walz (AU), 6-0,6-1.
semifinals:
#2 Kristin Butts (UR) def.
DeYulia (JMU), 6-2,7-5.
DOUBLES:
Flight One:
#3 Bousselaire-Cox (JMU) def.
Jennifer Fenton-Lisa Hadelman
(ECU), 6-1,7-6 (7-4).
Flight Two:
#3 Smilh-Piorkowski (JMU) def.
Jackie Frustace-Kim Marsden
(GMU), 6-0,6-0.

Flight Three;

#4 Deyulia-Jamieson (JMU) def.
Kelly Cooley-Jodi Rausch (AU),
6-1,6-0.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
April 16-17
Harrisonburg
CAA Championships
Final Team Standings:
1. William and Mary 48
2. Richmond
38
3. James Madison
20
4. Old Dominion
14
5. American
6
6. East Carolina
0
George Mason
0
UNC-Wilmington 0
April 16
JMU Results
SINGLES:
Flight One:
first round:
#4 Renee Bousselaire (JMU) def.
Ann Colombell (GMU), 64,6-0.
semifinals:
Bousselaire (JMU) def. #2
Delphine Priest (ODU), 6-1,7-6,
Flight Two:
first round:
#4 Caroline Cox (JMU) def.
Nicole Com (AU), 6-4,6-2.
semifinals:
#1 Katrin Guenther (W&M) def.
Cox (JMU), 6-2,6-0.

April 17
JM0 Results
Singles Championships:
Flight One:
Karen van der Merwe (W&M)
def. Renee Bousselaire (JMU), 64,6-3.
Flight Four:
Mary Beth Laing (UR) def.
Meredith Jamieson (JMU), 6-3,
4-6,7-5.
Doubles Championships:
Flight, One:
semifinals:
Ashley Faherty-Camille Walter
(UR) def. Renee BousselaireCaroline Cox (JMU), 6-3,6-2.
Flight Two;
semifinals:
semifir
Jennifer Stammen-Mary Beth
Laing (UR) def. Darian SmithKatie Piorkowski (JMU), 6-4,63.
FliPht Three:
semifir
semifinals:
Stephanie Lacovara-Pam
Erickson OJR) def. Deb DeYuliaMeredith Jamieson (JMU), 6-1,
7-5.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Friday, April 16
Richmond
CAA Championships
First Round
JMU 16, Delaware 12
Halftime: Delaware 11-9
Goals:
JMU- Danyle Heffeman 4, Julie
Whelan 4, Alisa Lupo 2, Gretchen
Zimmerman 2, Maureen Lacy,
Toyhann Santos, Jen Gicking,
Laurie Ann Dick.
UD- Jen Hadley 6, Jen Rinnander 2,
Sue Daddona 2, Brenda Lear,
Catherine Tropp.
Assists:
JMU- Maureen Lacy 2, Troyhann
Santo, Caryn Habay, Diane
Hallowell.
UD- Jen Rinnander 3, Candace
Scholtz, Brenda Lear, Sue
Dadonna, Marcie Tobin-Fraser,
Jennifer Hadley.
Shots on Goal:
JMU - 25
UD-26
Saves:
JMU - (Lara Juenger) 11, (Meg
Cortezi)l.
UD - (Lauren Baugher) 5
JMU Record: 5-6

Saturday, April 17
CAA Championships
Semifinals
Old Dominion 11, JMU 8
Halftime: JMU 6-4
Goals:
JMU- Caryn Habay 2, Troyhann
Santos, Nicole Habay, Diane
Hallowell, Danyle Heffeman, Alisa
Lupo, Laura Whelan.
ODU- Amy Duerr 6, Ann
Windover 2, Jen Karr, Jen
Deckelman, Amy Clement.
Assists:
JMU- Troyhann Santos 2, Maureen
Lacy.
ODU- Jenn Deckelman, Jen Karr,
Ann Windover.
Shots on Goal:
JMU- 24
ODU- 26
Saves:
JMU- (Lara Juenger) 13, (Michele
Julian) 1.
ODU- (Barb DiArcangelo) 8,
JMU Record: 5-7

r
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Student & Faculty Storage
:
UlSClO^SUoppi^'ig
'vbeusedoveRANc/<?
-JSANcls op ^^s.
W.SARCALbAe^Altf
ppficiALLY *>R ^e <*"
^NV>E-e WAYS You CA^
:>tpcALL l-goo^M*

~ity Police antf fire Prot<

All Size Units Available
r rr

\L

MINI STORAT •
PUBLIC STORAGE

190JB
across from

EarthShare-j.

National AIDS Hotline:
1-800-342-AIDS
National STD Hotline:
1-800-227-8922
National Herpes Hotline:
1-919-361-8488

Get smart
Get the
facts about
sexually
transmitted

National AIDS Hotline:
1-800-342-AIDS
National STD Hotline:
1-800-227-8922
National Herpes Hotline:
1-919-361-8488

INTRODUCE
A FRIEND TO
THE GREAT
TASTE OF
ORANGINA
FOR
FREE!

Orangina is a lightly carbonated,
naturally refreshing blend of
fresh, ripe oranges and tangy
tangerines. You'll find that
Orangina is not too sweet or
syrupy. In fact, it's just right.
Exactly the way you would
expect the soft drink from
paradise to taste! Just
buy one 10 oz. Regular
or Diet Orangina at any
participating store and
we'll give you an extra
Orangina for FREE!
Buy one 10 oz. Orangina at your
participating Mr. Chips, 7-Eleven,
Mr. J's and convenience stores
and we'll give you a second
one for FREE!
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Humor
THE FAR S\DE/Gaty Larson

CALVIN & HOBBES/BMWatterson
OH GOOD, A TRUE OR
^ FALSE TEST.'

1

I'M AT PEACE

WITH THE
WORLD.

I'M

COMPLETELY

'

AT LAST, SOME OARlTt' tVEW
SENTENCE IS EWER PVJRE
SWEET TRUTH OR A VILE.,
CONTEMPTIBLE LIE.' ONE
OR THE OTHER.' NOTHING
IN BETWEEN.'
/

I'VE DISCOVERED Wi
PURPOSE IN LITE. I KNOW
Wi I WAS PUT HERE AND
W\ EMER1TUING EXISTS.

^(ES, I AH MERE
SO ENEWBOM
CAN DO WHAT

I WANT.

ITS MICE TO
HAVE THAT
CLEARED UP.

ONCE EVER10NE
ACCEPTS IT,
TVKM'LL BE

SERENE TOO.

SERENE

jAu

Several times more dangerous than his
African cousin, Jhe junkyard rhino offers the
ultimate in property protection.

I SAi LET'S MOVE
ON TO SUMMER.

//Z^£-

'And then wham! This thing just came
right out of left field."

OUTER BOUNDS/C J. Grebb

LOOK , LEMME
EXPL/4W. . .

MY
GOODNESS !

THESE MA6AZINE& REPRESENT
A HEAuTMY, rJoRMAL l^enesT
FOR YOONC HEM OF MY A(.£..

YOU'LL NOTICE THAT THOSE BOOK9,
WHILE EROTIC f ARE
DEfeRADl»J6.. . .

T,T'S "TOST
["tNTERTAiWHENT!"
Yes, WELL'
\
Tni£ YcWWfc LAoY
1
CERTAINLY SEEMS To
BE ENXoYirJ6 HERiELFl

NEVefttRuLY
OH-HUH..

9
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FOR RENT
TownheuM - Furnished, tomale, JMU, 3
blocks, W/0 Availabt* August, $150 4341040
1BR apt*. - Short ISMM avaJabl* 4 blocks
on Oulchma Court Exceptional value Check
us oil $315mto. 434-2100
College Station - Dor* room lor the
money. Individual laasss. 4BR townhouses
Furnishsd including MW W/0, DW Call
Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Accord, agents
Commonwealth Realy, he. 432-6541 or 4342977
College Station - 4 girls, yearly lease.
$ 195/mo 4346411
J-M Apartments - 434-1647. 2 BR,
$350/mo 3 BR, $375/mo All apis near
Cantrel Bridge, one ot the closest complexes
to JMU. Owner manages The good apis go
first so come by a see us!
May-Summer sublet - U. Place. Female
Price negotiable Cal Maureen. 433-9261
University Place - 4 BR, furnished &
unfumshed including MW. W/0, DW $175 &
up Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Accord,
agents Commonwealth Realty. Inc 432-6541
ot 434-2977.
Housemates needed - Country Club Court
townhouse Huge BRs A Irving space Full
kitchen. 2 1/2 baths. Furnished, WD
$200/mo. t utilities Water paid for Cal Tom,
432-0240 Shorter leases posscte
Sublet - May • August Female non-smoker,
1 RM available $l30/mo negotiable 432
1547

May/Summer sublet - Hunter's Ridge
townhouse New, clean 2BR. bottom floor
$150ynegotiable 4343724
Summer - $l20/mo, negotiable. Includes
water, near campus, one person. 564-0484
May/Summer sublet - Hunter's Ridge.
$140rrr»Ctf Karen. 4334045.
Sublease at Common* - May - August
Rent negotiable. 434-0931
2 BR Hunter's Ridge townhouse* - May •
July. Rent negotiable 564-0890, leave
menage.
June/July sublet In house - Close to
campus. Wah to class in 5-10 mm $100 *
utMBS. Cal Mke. 432-0924
1 BR In house - Close to campus Wafc to
class in 5 mm Available next year, $175 t
mm Cal Mil*. 432-0924

$110/mo. Cal Veronica, 432-0618

Comforts ol home! Deluxe 4 BR, 2 bath
apt*. Futy furnished W/0. range, refrigerator.
DW, TV, MW. Bus stop. Bul-in desks. Quiet
neighborhood. $19Q/BR or $700Airal. Contact
owner directly Cal cotect. (703) 7404905
May/Summer sublets - Humors Ridge,
$150 Fran. 564-2902
Close to campus - 1 A 2 BR apt*. June A
August leases available. Some utilities
included 432-3979, leave message
Sublet - Female, non-smoker for Ashby
Crossing apt. May - August. 5644671
4 RMs available now! Flexible lease.
$15S/mo. 4BR, 2 bath condo at Hunter's
Ridge. Cal (703) 978-5365, evenings

Sublet - U. Place, female. 2 BR, price
negotiable Mekssa or Karen. 433-9261
Nexl school year - 2 BR trailer. Urge farm,
8 miles from JMU. Utilities supplied. $325/mo
234-9781

■7114.

Female to sublease Hunter's Ridge - May
session. Price negotiable Ashley, 433-7809
Need roommate lor Fall '93 1 Spring "M
semesters at tie Commons H interested, cal
Enka at 14424
Fall '93 mature mate to snare large, clean
townhouse with 1 male A 2 lemales
$200/mo College Station. Call Paul or
Natalie. 433-7639.

THE COMMONS
persons, partial groups A grad
students lor the 1993-94 leasing
year.
Call 432-0600
4 BR furnished condos A townhouses stl
available at Humor's Ridgs Rent Irom $195
Call Anthony. 4344150. Berkeley Realty
Sublet $7Sfmo. May - August Call Benny,
432-9568. leave message Hurry!

Summer - Males, furnished Madison
Square. $150/mo, share utilities 434-3397.

2 BR duplex - Quiet alley, close to campus
Mark, 434-5151 or 434-1570.

am.

Help me! Desperately need to sublease my
Hunter's Ridge townhouse RMs available
May - August Rent negotiable. Cal Tiffany

Mountain bike - GT Karakeram K2; all
Deore OX parts; 17 inches Great off road
bfce. $400/obo Call Pete, 433-9301
Loft-$60.5644266
Left lor Ml* - $35/obo. Call Krlstian,

Deuba) bid - $121 RecHner, $41 Excellent
condrtion Prices negotiable. 564-2624.
Loft for sal* - Good condition, $25. Call
Donna, X4365.

BE ON TIME!

LOST & FOUND
Last - Gold love knot bracelet Extreme
sentimental value Reward. 564-1285
Lest - Women's watch, sliver. I found, call
Kristin, 14162. Reward

SERVICES
Attention JMU students - Now ottering $8
haircuts on Monday thru Wednesday, wak
ins welcome Classic Touch, 1431 South
Main St 564-0212
Typist - Accurate, reasonable. Close to
JMU. Rush jobs welcome. 434-4947

Loft for sal* - $40/obo. Call i47M.
Earth mugs A Earth Week t-shirts on sal*
Monday & Wednesday on the Commons! Part
ol Earth Week S3
Entertainment center - $50. Bookcase, $20
Cal 433-7646, Anna or Room

HELP WANTED
Waitresses needed at Jen' -22 S Main

MACri&N M6VEAS
WE TAKE YOUR STUFF HOME!
Safely A efficiently transporting
college student furniture &
belongings to their home in the
NORTHERN VIRGINIA A
RICHMOND area.
Call 432-0734 (leave message)
Typing in my home - Call 432-1971

St Breakfast, afternoon 6 evening shifts No
Typing - Computer generated, laser
printed Resumes, papers, etc Karen, 289-

seniors please
Assistant

Innkeeper

for

NJ

shore

5745.

mrvrestaurant Hospitality student, culinary
training a plus Salary plus room A board

EARTH WEEK!

Northern Virginia with people your own age

OyefnopullllPfl DbKUMlon
Monday Graft on Stovall, 7pm
Panel ot Local Environmentalists
DUcue* th* environmental movement
Tuesday Valley Room, Spm
fa Jrace Camping Seminar

Household goods moving or exterior

Wednesday Tidewater Room, 7pm

Mai) Ave. Bay Head. NJ08742.
Summer job* - Work in Chariotiesville or

Olde Mill Village apt - To sublsase lor
summer. Females. Cal 433-7904

|

SUMMER. FOR BUSINESS,
PRELAW A PSYCH MAJORS.
INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW
MONDAY, ROOM 104
BUSINESS BUILDING

mm

Contact Michael Cairns (908) 892-9589. 694
Ode Mill Village - Sublet for summer. M/F
Call 564-2551.

EARNi4M PEP. WEEK TW9

housepainting. Cal Student Services. (800)
Sublet - May • August Female, $106/mo.

Sublet - 1 or 2 BR In Commons. Call Joe.

432-5506, Kim.

564-2414.

CM to campus - 4-5 BR parlialy furnished
house. 2 baths, off street parking, W/D,
storage $650'mo deposit negotiable 8675695, leave message

Sublet - BR in Common* tor summer,
cheap Cal Ben. 564-2414

Sublet available In beautiful Hunter's Ridgs
townhouse. Close in Rent negotiable
Females only. Cal (703) 960-7970 for details

4 6A DUPLEX H6ME
2 BLOCKS/JMU

2 non-smokers needed to share Hunter's
Ridge townhouse for 93 '94 school year
Please cal 432-1738.

intornship or entry-level job in Washington,
DC? H so, oreer Th* 1993 Washington Job
Source, offering mor* than 5,000 names of
hiring contact* with corporate. Congressional

A/C. Quiet surroundings.
Available August 1. $200/person.

Oecovar. (803) 247-6553

433-1109
Hunter'* Ridge sublet - May - August. Rent
negotiable 432-9563

—fwammnea—
WITH STUDY OR 3RD BEDROOM

postage A handling Visa/ Mastercard/

Work for Easter Seal Camp, Fairies Manor on
Marylands Eastern Shore. Most challenging.
fun, rewarding, difficult job you'l ever love
Contact M*e Currence. (410) 7784566.

NEEBAJ6LM—

* Mountain Views
The Prudential
432-1860

Student Telefund Assistant

FOR SALE

Contact She Duke Club omo*.
GrxJwtn H»M 207 «6461

Positions Available
For May A Summer 1993
(Mon. - Thur*. evening*)

Summer sublet - Commons. 2 BR
available Furnished, W/0. MW, DW, cable
Available May - August. Rent very negotiable
Cal Kim, 4334341
Sublet Summer session - June - August
Hunters Ridge $130. Amy, 433-1310.
Large RM - 70 yd*, from campus! May &/or
* ■ Summer 433 9872, T*v

weskl

WANTED
Wanted - Ml. bikes; 2, small A medium
Cheap only 833 5112
Attention Faculty/Staff - Th* new Women's
Soccer Club rs searching for an advisor lor
■93 '94. ft rserested cal Becky, 432^720.

PERSONALS
Heading for Europe this summer? Only
$1691 Jet then anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCHI (Reported in Let's Gol A NY

4 BR furnished condo - Hunter's Ridge.
Sales - Dynamic National Corporation

Times). ABHfTCH. (212) 864-2000.

needs pan-time A full-time sales people A
Mountain bikes '92 - Specialized
Rockhopper Cornp, $450/obo; '91 Paramour)
series SO, deore components, $450/000 432-

managers lor VA. MD. DC S W VA Resume

0742

Summer

to FBI, P.O. Box 1901, Venn*, VA 22183.
opportunity

for

Mother's

Helper/N«nny for 3 yr. old girl F/T, line-in.

9107

N6Tlc£
For more information A assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities A
work at home opportunities, contact
trie Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800)533-5501.
Check out Earth Week on the Commons all

Experience th* best summer of your lite -

' Cathedral ceilings
* Skylights

Motivated owner, $64,900.4344172

Roommate wanted - Great location
Available July $200 ♦ 1/3 iMbes 432-9707

Job* In Washington, DC - Looking lor an

A Federal organizations; $14.95 plus $3.50

May - August sublet - Very close to
campus. $100/mo. Cal 433-4903 for into

93'94 - Roommate needed, Madison
Square $185/mo MchaeVMart. 433-7582

Storage - ID (tor* lofts, etc. over summer.
Cheep! 433-1310

7664831

2 hill baths. All appliance* plus
washer A dryer. Fully carpeted.

$100 Summer sublet - University Place
W/D, AX Cal Debbie. 433-5233

Female needed - Summer sublet. Hunter's
Fudge townhouse. Cal Ken, 433-6524

Female roommate needed during June &
July $120/mo MecheHe. 432-0959

Summer sublet - Ashby Crossing
Furnished. 1 BR, tamal*. $115/mo. 434-4245

Meredth. 434-0636

May su Wet - Olde MM. Female. $100. move
h anytime! Michel*, 564-2551.

Female roommate needed - For 93 94
Huniefs Ridge townhouse Call 564-1394
Ask lor Kim rs a great place! Come see!

A Ion/bunk bed - m great condlon. 2 cream
rugs. Prices are negotiable. Call Shannon,

4321970

2 females to share 4 BR condo - Hunter's
Ridge $210/mo (5232

Summer sublet - Hunter-* Ridge, 1 BR
$100/mo Call Dawn 5*4-1458

Roland 86-key digital grand - $l,000*bo;
PA speakers. $450puir. Pau, 434-5452.

Tammw. 432-1646

Sublet June ■ August - 2 RM, Hunter's
Ridge. $100/negotiable Call Kara or

May - August. $300 Can Heather, 564-0475.

Summer sublet - Price, $135/mo,
negotiable Okie Mill Call Carmelita 432

Sublease June-August - $100/mo
negotiable Close to campus F/M. Call

Summer sublet - Hunter'* Ridgs
townhouse Upstairs available. $l20/mo Cal

Summer sublet - Msdhwn Manor. 1 BR in 2
BR apt Furnished A/C. W/O, $l50/mo .
utilities Available May - August August rent
hMl Cal 289-5108

Need a summer sublet? Huge house, cool
roommates (and only 2 blocks Irom pool!)

0403

4 BR furnished townhouse - Forest Hills
area. Village Lane $900/mo ♦ utilities. 11
mo. leas*. Close to JMU. (301) 972-5542

432-1624
4 BR, 2 1/2 bath - 3 level townhouse. Large
rooms, less than $165/RM. The Prudential,
564-0807.

Loft - Stained, with nightstand, ladder, 3
shelves. $60. Amanda, x4750

Currently looking lor single
May/Summer sublet - Okie Mill. I RM.

2 * 3 BR condos for those who lite to relax
at home Pool. Jacuzzi, weight room A much
more. Madison Manor, 432-1860. The
Prudential Ask lor Mikei

3BR - Female, May. 4 BR, M/F, Summer
Double beds Otde Mi Pnce negotiable 432

Studsnt housing ler sale - Excellent
investmenl opportunity at Hunter's Ridge1
Come see the advantages ol ownership vs
renting & how you can live renl free at
Hunter's Ridge. University Realty, Ken
HoneycutL Broker, 434^424.

May 15 August Salary range: $1200 $1500 .
room A board. 11/2-2 days otlAvk. Chid care,
travel w/lamify (possfcly Irequemly), assist
with out of stale move Some evenings A

$1700/Obo

Caring, Stable, single female teacher
desires to adopt Caucasian baby Fmancialy
secure Can provide loving A fun family. Cal
colled. Alison. (804) 5724403 or writ* P O
Box 655, South Boston, VA 24592

weekends required For more info . cal 434
5427 or Karen at x3501, days.

'•1 Nissan 200SX - 108,000 miles A/C.
cassette, runs great Joe, 4324742

Adoption - Childless couple, happily
married A secure, wishes to adopt newborn
We can help each other' Call Robyn/Jim
cotoet. (703) 912-6058

Retired person requires lawn maintenance
lor summer 564-1893

Adoption - A if* Hied with love, laughter, A
lullabies Happily married couple hoping to
adopt Cal Jeanne A Ken collect, (804) 282
1652

..».'
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Cal (800) fel 2432. colect.
AaaeteM - Hipp* married, ear* cMdhood
speciaket A proleaeional ipouM want to
tdopt t baby Wil provide nan, loving
homo, nurturing oitindod lamily. good
•ducation A bright luture Hoot* study
conphtod. Phew eel Pew A Larry colact,
(MM) 232-7040
MMOa«al|iM>diadlni, <rrl«1M,
Noon. Godwn 213
Hay Swan Fleeting! We centetet ■ you're
cackle Austral We miesyoul Love. AXU
IK - A aw gnat hangkY adttt void IK
Coma htir Dr. Gaerga O'lrlan ol
Georgetown Unwersity apeak on the fction ol
Samual BadiH on Apr! 22.4pai, Duka A100
Sponaorad by Sigma Tau Data

• nXAter
Friday em a hugt
love.ZTA

»* our seniors!
I Iota oi tun.

M A ICaary - Thenaa lor a graal job on
Greek SingyGraak Waakl You mada
aoaryrhing turd Lou*. Data Gamma.

Shannon - A belated cengrate on your
Grad school acciptancel You are an
awesome ftg Sal AX love, Randa.

ulor SMdirao - Compete your UDAP
lorma betor* you go home. Just pay $15 at
the Cashier* office in Weson Hal to avoid
uaWee hookup charge* next yaarl Cal the
COCl. lor more rto x6071

■erree Station en the aatia tomorrow!
Sponsoiad by DC.

CM

AXP - Via had a vandafftd eaee Friday.
Thenksl Lova. AIA.
A batatad thanks to Michalla Gallic*.
IMeea Karpouzaa, JAM. Rebecca Greenteef
a Chrieene Wauraca tor al your hard «mrk on
Greek Singl lova. AX(1.
Attention aN upcoming eenior
Engatoh maforsll
H you hava a 3.6 OPA In Engliah &
a 3 25 GPA overall A «r.
intonated in becoming a member
of Sigma Tau Doha, contact
Dr. Joan Caah m Kernel HaM
before you leave lor the cummer!

IIKO - Our Greek Alumni cookout was on

UB

Marty - Thanka tor the dance. Glad you're
our Anchorman! Al"
•pike a ball ler charity! College Fesf93
Voieybal Tournament on Sunday, Aprt 25 al
lha Godwin football practice held Cash prizes
A gilt certificates' Only S20 per team Call
Chad at >4397 or Karen at 433-0446 to sign

Yearboakal Pick up your copy ol the '93
Bluattone today!
Going abroad neit Fait? Need somewhere
to RV* in the Spring? Cal ktetosa at i5996 lor
a Forest Hills sublet
Congrats te everyone for making Greek
Week a blast. Thanks to everyone who
particpated. Lova, Zl'A.
Yearbook* are here! Pick up yours on the
Commons Monday through Wednesday.
9:30am to 5pm First come first serve Free!

&r - Have a lantaatk TEAM Week!
Together everyone accomplishes moral
Ceffege Feet W VeMeybell Tournament on
Sunday. April 25 at the Godwin Practice
Field. Win caah prizes A gilt certificates!
Proceeds go to the Make a Wish Foundation
(My 120 par teem. Cal Karen at 433-0446 or
Chad M14397 to sign up noarl

Walk America '93
Saturday, April 24
JMU Convo Lot
For more details
call the March of
Dimes, 434-7789.

Creative, clever & cheap.Classifieds* Creative, clever & cheap.Classifieds.
Why spend days looking for a summer job
when you get home?
ATTENTION: Virginia and Maryland Undergraduates and
Graduating Seniors
Earn $3,Q00 or more this summer and gain valuable internship
experience and resume credentials

APRIL

Northern Virginia based firm is expanding markets and needs
to supplement work force. Is seeking dependable, hardworking
students for a paying internship. Possible college credit. All

majors definitely considered. We will train.
Call (800) 542-0822 or (703) 425-3oW
• ask for Ms. Bradley in Personnel

*#*

HOT
'■Hut

Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second
Pizza At 1/2 Price!
For Delivery Call:
433-4800
For Dine-lnlCarryout Visit
78 South Caiiton St

2485 South Main St.

434-0676

433-1821

<
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FASTFEAST BUFFET
Pizza, Pasta, Salad and Dessert
SSffl^WWWDWWWW^^^0,5

Our Buffet
Will Knock
You Out!

MONDAY & TUESDAY
ONLY

FASTFEAST BUFFET
Pizza, Pasta, Salad and Dessert

29
$3

%S +tax

Please present certificate when ordering. Not valid with
other discounts. One Guest per certificate.

Available Daily
11 AM - 2 PM
$3.99
5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
$4.29
All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza, Pasta, and Salad
(We make pizza to your request)

Carry Out
I

FAST,FREE
DELIVERY
11 AM - 1 AM Sunday -Thursday
11 AM - 2AM Friday - Saturday

433-0606
ORIGINAL CRl SI OR PAN PKRIKCl

Medium
1 Topping
and 2 Drinks

CHOICE OF TOPPINGS
Fresh Provolone Cheese
fresh Cheddar Cheese
Canadian Style bacon
Pepsi
Pepperoni Slices
Diet Pepsi
burger
Dr. Pepper
Mountain Dew Spicy burger
Fresh bell Peppers
Iced Tea
7-Up
Fresh Chunky Tomatoes
Anchovy Fillets
CHOICE
OF DRINKS

ORIGINALCKl'SI OKI'\N I'l KM I 1

Large
1 Topping
and 4 Drinks

ORIGINAL CRUS1 OK PAN I'l \

Medium
2 or 3 Topping
and 2 Drinks

Mild Sausage"
black dives
Fresh Mushrooms
Jalepeno Peppers
Fresh Onions
Pineapple
Spicy Italian Sausage
Green Olives
broccoli

ORIGINAI

Large
2 or 3 Topping
and 4 Drinks

